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Tribute to Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 
. Photos by Erica BurTUS/ The Cllrrent 
The UM-St. Louis Dance Repertory performs a piece chorographed by Alicia Okouchi-Guy at Monday morning's Touhill celebration 
for Martin Luther King Jr. 
Event celebrates civil rights leader's legacy 
Essence magazine eclitor is featured speaker at 
annual Office of Equal OPPOltunity event 
BY PAUL HACKBARTH 
Co-News Editor 
Martin Luther King Jr. told a 
crowd of over 250,000 in 1963 of a 
dream he hoped to realize. However, 
last Monday, when UM-St Louis 
celebrated his birthday, guest 
speakers asked the audience, are we 
deferring his dream? 
The annual Martin Luther King 
Holiday Observance was held on 
Monday, Jan. 17 from 9 a.ill. to 11 
am. in the Anheuser-Busch Theater 
at the Touhill Performing Arts 
Center. 
This year, Susan Taylor, editorial 
director of Essence magazine, was 
invited to be the guest speaker. 
Taylor shared her thoughts on 
keeping King's dream alive today. 
"I ask you to look at your life and 
.. . to really think about what those 
things might be that are standing in 
the way of us realizing the dream, 
because the dream that Dr. King had 
for this nation is the dream that we 
have for the nation, the dream we 
bave for ourselves," Taylor said. 
Taylor spoke to audience 
members about what they must do 
to remove the real and perceived 
.. barriers of racial inequality. She 
worries that affluent people refuse to 
accept their charge of improving 
standards of living in every 
community. 
"I am inspired rather than 
depressed by critical needs in the 
communities around us." she said. 
'"The needless pain and suffering 
inspires me to make more of 
myself." 
She named asking questions, 
thinking critically and taking a 
passion for justice as major steps 
toward achieving true equality. She 
also emphasized the importance of 
"linking arms and aims" to 
accomplish social justice. 
Essence Magazine Editorial Director, Susan Taylor, speaks to 
an eager audience for the MLK celebration. She said that we, 
as people, should "embrace ourselves" and accept our unique 
differences. 
Students at UM-St. Louis 
received the chance to express their 
own views about deferring King's 
dream in the fourth annual Martin 
Luther King Jr. essay contest. 
Nineteen students submitted essays 
this year, the most entries received 
in the contest ever. 
Charles Pillar, member of the 
Martin Luther King Jr. planning 
committee, announced the top three 
winners of the 2005 Martin Luther 
see M LK. page 12 
Snow closings 
rare at UMSL 
BY PATRICIA LEE 
... " ~. - ... - '-"-" ~ " ... ...... ---. 
Co-News Editor 
While it may be inconvenient for 
UM-St. Louis students and faculty to 
get around in the snow, the 
University strives to keep the campus 
open when possible. 
"I've been here four years and I 
believe there's been one time when 
the University partially closed," Eric 
Tyhurst, senior, math, said. While he 
believes that UM-St. Louis tries to 
make the best decision, he had mixed 
thoughts. 
"I commute in from St. Peters and 
usually the highways are good," 
Tyhurst said. "It will be inconvenient 
for some people, like those who live 
in rural areas, but I believe the 
University tries to make the best 
decision," he said. 
Last year, the campus was closed 
only once due to expected bad 
weather. "In the last four or five 
years, we've had very mild winter 
weather," Bob Samples, director of 
Media, Marketing and Printing 
Services at UM-St. Louis, said. 
Although tbe campus usually 
stays open, sometimes professors 
will cancel classes due to snow or 
ice. 
"It's been my experience, I've 
SNOW DAYS 
• The Chancellor ultimately 
decides whether to call off 
school due to inclement 
weather 
• Campus police, the Dept. 
of Public Safety and . 
Groundskeeping also are 
in the decision-making 
process 
• To check for school 
cancellations, students 
can call 516-INFO or 
check the UMSL website: 
www.umsl.edu 
been to a couple other colleges, a lot 
of colleges are like that. You have to 
have a lot of snow to clQse the 
campus," Daniel Hopper, graduate 
student, physics, said. "I've had a lot 
of professors who have cancelled 
classes," he said. 
When the University does close 
due to weather, several factors 
influence that decision. 
see SNOW DAYS. page 3 
Bush inauguration 
g ts mixed reactions 
BY DAN BAUER 
Staff Writer 
This past Thursday, America saw 
George W. Bush sworn in as United 
States president for another four years. 
After a close presidential contest, 
Bush begins his second term with 
many legislative goals in mind. Until 
there is a decrease in the violence in 
Iraq, however, that issue will most 
likely continue to take center stage. 
President Bush seems to want to 
stirt off his next four years with goals 
such as Social Security refonD. 
Despite criticism by some elderly 
Americans and Congressional 
Democrats, Bush is setting the stage to 
forge ahead with a partial privatizatio!l 
plan. 
The plan would allow younger 
workers to invest some of their payroll 
taxes in private accounts. This would 
yield a higher rate of return for 
taxpayers who wanted to participate. 
Another goal involves medical 
liability refonD. Bush had campaigned 
on curbing frivolous lawsuits. The 
President argued throughout the 
course of his campaign that these so-
called junk lawsuits chive good 
doctors out of wOIk because of high 
liability insurance. 
Another issue that Bush is pushing 
is federal funding for faith-based 
organizations. Although this 
legislation grinded to a halt in his first 
term, there is talk that it could be 
invigorated. 
In addition to the preceding topics, 
a major part of Bush's second tenn 
could be his filling of vacancies on the 
United States Supreme Court 
The President could soon be in the 
position of nominating as many as 
three justices to the Court. Whoever 
the President picks will be intensely 
scrutinized by members of Congress. 
While not as close as the 2000 
election, Bush won by a fairly n:iITOW 
margin. Many citizens were obviously 
disappointed by his re-election. They 
had expected a change in the chief 
executive and had worked hard to 
produce one. 
"We worked really hard last year 
and early on it seemed like things were 
going our way," Alison Riley, a St. 
Louis Democratic volunteer, said. 
see BUSH. page 3 
• ITS changes allow students to personalize their UMSL email addresses 
BY PAUL HAC~CBARTH 
Co-News Edito?" 
The days of memorizing student e-
mail names are becoming a thing of 
.. the past. Instead of the six -digit or 
letter combination used for student e-
mail addresses, UM-St. Louis is now 
offering students natural nanle e-mails 
or student friendly e-mail names. 
This change in student e-mails . 
occurred at other campuses in the 
If University of Missouri system, 
including Roila, Kansas City and 
COlwllbia. 
"Over the swruner, there was a 
considerable amount of progress at the 
system level," Scott Bopp, senior, 
international business, and president of 
the Student Government Association, 
said. ' 'We just got on board in January, 
falling in line with the rest of the UM 
system." 
The change, Bopp explained, is not 
really a change in e-mail accounts but 
a change in aliases. An alias refers to 
the first part of a student's e-mail 
address. Students have the option of 
choosing an alias out of the six to eight 
choices available for their name, but 
v.~ still use the same account system. 
"It's a way of increasing the 
conununication network for classes 
and University network, so more 
students would start using their student 
mail accounts," Bopp said. 
A student's MyGateway ill and 
password will not change either, and 
other people can still send messages to 
a student's e-mail using the six-digit or 
letter combination. 
"It does not change your current e-
mail account. This is just an additional 
way mail can be sent to your current 
account," Bopp said. 
Bopp said that this change would 
make students' e-mails easier to use. 
He hopes students \vill use their e-mail 
more if the past six -digit or letter 
combination prevented them from 
doing so. One student said that was 
exactly the reason for not using her 
school e-mail address . 
Melissa Mansker, senior, biology, 
said the new e-mail alias would be 
more convenient. "I've never given 
my student e-mail address to anyone 
because I can't remember it. I use my 
Hotmail account," she said. 
Mary Fowler, director of User 
Services for Information Technology 
Services, said that the current e-mail 
aliases have no meaning. 
"I think it really spun from the 
student interest in having a more 
student friendly e-mail," Bopp said. 
'There are many reasons that people 
may not use their student mail 
accounts. What we thought would be 
one of the most easily resolved. 
see E -M A IL CHANGES. page 3 
Changing your email address: 
-Go to the website: https:llmailtools.um.umsystem.edu/ 
- Login with your UMSL Gateway ID (550 ID) 
-Accept the certificate, if asked 
-The web page should display you~;;;;:;;r: 
- Click on the 'find eligible address 
.I;-__ ~..J 
-Click on the e-mail you like best and choose 'personalize my 
mailbox'; Click 'OK' to confirm. 
Source: www.urnsl.edu/technok)gy/personaiized.html 
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Mon. Jan. 24 
Interviewing Basics 
Workshop 
The Interviewing Basics 
Workshop is designed for job seekers 
who do not possess extensive inter-
viewing experience or want a 
"refresher" on general interviewing 
skills. Topics covered include inter-
view fonnats and questions, employ-
er research, appropriate interview 
attire. and post-interview follow up. 
This free workshop is held in Career 
Services. 278 MSC and is open to 
current UM-St. Louis students and 
alumni Advance regist.ration is 
required ; call 516-5111 or emoll in 
person at Career Services. 
Mon. and TUes. 
Jan. 24 - 25 
Golden Key Honor 
Society Infonnation 
Table 
What is Golden Key? Find out at 
the Golden Key information table 
located in the 2nd Floor Rotunda of 
the MSC today from 10 am. until 6 
p.m. Need more information on 
Golden Key? Check out w>vw.gold-
enkey.org. 
Tues.Jan.25 
Teaching and Technology 
The Conversations about Teaching 
and Technology series resumes with 
"Helping Improve Students' Writing" 
from noon to 1 p.m. in 316 
Millennium Student Center. Bill 
Klein, director of composition and 
senior lecturer in English at MSL, 
will offer guides for developing writ-
ing as ignments, evaluating them. and 
encouraging students to develop and I 
communicate ideas clearly and hon-
e tly. Participants may bring their ; 
lunch. Beverages and dessert will be 
provided. This series is sponsored by 
the Center for Teaching and Learning 
and Infomlation Technology 
Services. For more infonnation . call 
4508 or visit http://www.ums\.edulctl. 
Tues. Jan. 25 
Thesis and Dissertation 
Info. for Grad. Students 
Elizabeth Sampson, coordinator of 
Academic Programs and Records in 
the Graduate School will discuss the 
"Electronic Thesis and Dissertation 
Initiative" at 4 p.m in Century Rooms 
A and B of the Millennium Student 
Center. Faculty advisors, students 
planning to complete theses and dis-
sertations, and staff who work with 
graduate students are encouraged to 
attend. For more information, please 
call the Graduate School at 5900 or e-
mail graduate@umsl.edu. 
Wed. Jan. 26 
Blizzard of Bucks! 
Come have fun with the Blizzard 
of Bucks game-show. Winner goes 
into a money chamber and grabs as 
much money as he or she can! At 
noon in The Nosh. Sponsored by 
University Program Board. 
Wed. Jan. 26 
Advanced Interviewing 
Worttshop 
Workshop examines key inter-
viewing techniques in greater detail. 
Topics covered include behavioral 
interviewing, "trick" questions, case 
interviews, and salary negotiation. 
Role-playing exercises will be con-
ducted to enhance participants' famil-
iarity with the interview process. This 
free workshop is held at 2 p.m in 
Career Services, 278 MSC and is 
open to current UM-St. Louis stu-
dents and alumni. Advance registra-
tion is required; call 516-5111 or 
emoll in person at Career Services. 
Wed. Jan. 26 
Golden Key Open House{ 
Infonnation session 
Are you a junior or senior with at 
least 25 credit hours from UMSL and 
a GPA of 3.6 or above? The Golden 
Key International Honour Society is 
inviting the top 15% (3.6 GPA or 
above) of juniors and seniors to join. 
Come to this open house from 5 p.m. i 
until 8 p.rn. in Century Room C of the I 
MSC to learn more about Golden Key I 
and meet some of the current mem- I 
bers. For more information contact I 
Joe Garavaglia at JMGaravaglia@ 
lunsl,edU or visit www.goldenkey.org. I 
Thurs. Jan. 27 I 
Study Abroad Infosession 
Come learn about UMSL's 80+ I 
study abroad opportunities. Leam 
ahout summer, semester, and year- I 
long programs; fmancial aid and : 
scholarships for study abroad; apply- I 
ing credit towards your degree; and i 
the application process . Application 
deadline for Summer and Fall 2005 
programs is February 25, so attend an 
information session to learn more. 3 
p.m. to 4 p.m. in 331 SSB. For more 
info: call Study Abroad Office at 516-
649. 
Thurs. Jan. 27 
UMSL Poets read from 
work at Gallery Visio 
From 12-1 p.m., six UMSL 
women will be reading poetry in 
Gallery Visio, located on the first 
floor of the MSe. Andie Jackson, the 
Pushcart Prize nominated fiction 
writer, playvaigbt, and poet; Allison 
Creighton, an English tutor who won 
the Graduate Poetry Prize at UMSL; 
Alison Carrick, the talented poet, fic-
tion writer, and witty librarian; Seema 
Mukhi, an English instructor and fic-
tion writer; Carol Niederlander, a poet 
involved with River Styx, and 
Colleen McKee. 
Thurs. Jan. 27 
PPRC Seminar: Creating 
Uvable Communities 
"Collaboration · by Design: Case 
Studies in Intergovernmental 
Cooperation," a panel discussion on 
the proliferation of governments in 
Campus CriIlleline 
The following criminal inci-
dents were reported to the UM-St. 
Louis Police Department between 
Jan. 17,2005 and Jan. 22, 2005 . If 
readers have information that 
could assist the police investiga-
tion, they are urged to call 516-
5155 . Campus police as a public 
service to promote awareness pro-
vides this information. 
Remember-crime prevention is a 
community effort! 
Jan. 18 
Rape 
Provincial House 
At about 4 p.m. a female victim 
had a male friend over in ' her 
apartment. After they talked for 
about an hour, the male subject 
forced the pants off of the female 
and pushed her onto her bed, 
forcibly held her down and had 
vaginal intercourse with the vic-
tim. The victim indicated that she 
continually told him to stop, and to 
get off of her. After about two 
minutes the suspect did get up and 
eventually left the area. The victim 
responded to the hospital for treat 
ment. The suspect was later identi 
fied and arrested. The male sus 
pect indicated that the sexua 
encounter was consensual. Thi~ 
matter is being referred to the St 
Louis County Prosecutors office 
for possible charges relating to thi~ 
assault. 
Jan. 19 
Stealiitg Over $500 
Millennium Garage North 
Facilities Services Building 
A commercial size ice make 
was stolen from the maintenanc( 
storage area sometime betweer 
Jan. 4 and Jan. 18. 
Jan. 19 
Stealing Over $500 
Lucas Hall 
Between 2:45 p.m. and 4 p .m 
on Jan. 18.2005 a faculty membe 
left her office unattended ane 
unlocked, and suspect(s) unknOWI 
stole her wallet with credit card 
from her purse. 
Police: 516·5155 
~he Current 
the St Louis metropolitan area, will 
be presented from 3 to 5 p.rn. in 229 
J.e. Penney Conference Center. 
Panelists are E. Terrence Jones, pro-
fessor of political science at UMSL; 
Jacqueline Wellington of the St Louis 
County Economic Council; Michael 
Schaedel, city manager for the city of 
Gayton; and TIm Fischesser, director 
of the St Louis County Municipal 
League. The discussion will be mod-
erated by Miranda Duncan, communi-
ty development specialist with 
University of Missouri Extension. The 
seminar is free and open to the public, 
and part of the Creating Livable 
Communities Seminar Series spon-
sored by the Public Policy Research 
Center. Call 5276 or visit 
http://www.umsl.edul-contedlcen-
ters/pprc_clcsLhtrn for more informa-
tion. 
Thurs. Jan. 27 
Darts Tournament at 
Golden Greeks 
The Campus Recreation "High 
Score" doubles darts tournament will 
be held today at The Golden Greeks, 
500 S. Florissant Road. On-site regis-
tration will begin at 9:30 p.m. The 
tournament is free and open to all 
UMSL students, faculty and staff. Call 
5326 for more information. 
Fri. Jan. 28 
UPS's Nerd Fest 
UPB holds Nerd Fest from 6:30 
p.m-llp.mJCentury Rooms A & B 
Events: 7pm: Costume Contest -
Dress like your favorite nerd. Winner 
receives an i-pod. At 7:30 pm.: Chess 
Mini Tournament: Winner receives 
$50 gift certificate from the bookstore. 
At 9 p_m: Simpsons Trivia Game. 
WIDner receives $50 gift certificate 
from the bookstore. At 10 p.m.: Halo 
Mini Tournament-Wmner receives an 
X-Box. Sign-up in the Office of 
Student Life or call (314)-516-5291 
Fri. Jan. 28 
Sig Tau 'Animal House' 
party 
The men at Sigma Tau Gamma are 
hosting an Animal House themed 
party Friday night. The party will start 
at 10 p.rn. and be held at the Sigma 
Tau Gamma fraternity house at 8660 
Natural Bridge Rd. located next to 
Popeye's. All UMSL students are 
welcome. For information call Joe at 
314-428-5431. 
Fri. Jan. 28 
Gal. 210's 'Needle Art' 
"Needle Art: Postrnodern Sewing 
Circle," an exhibit that pays homage 
to the centwies-old art and craft of 
needlework, opens today and will 
remain on display through March 12 
in Exhibition Room A at Gallery 210 
at the Telecommunity Center. The 
exhibit features 53 works by 45 artists 
who use traditional tools and tech-
niques to create new forms. By repre-
senting a diverse group of artists who 
have discovered the full potential of 
needlework as an artistic medium, the 
exhibit debunks the notion of needle-
work as a traditional household craft 
practiced solely by women. The 
exhibit is free and open to the public, 
and it's sponsored by the Department 
of Art and Art History, The Center for 
the Humanities, Exhibits USA, 
Missouri Arts Council and The 
Regional Arts Commission. Gallery 
h~urs are 11 a.1ll. to 5 p.m. Tuesday 
through Saturday. Call 5976 or visit 
http://www.umsl.eduJ-gallery for 
more information. 
Fri. Jan. 28 
TechnOlogy Friday work· 
shops 
"Getting to know your 
DesktopJPC," a Technology Fridays 
workshop, will be offered from 10 to 
11:15 a.m. in 134 Social Sciences & 
Business Building. The workshop 
will feature a review of Wmdows 
functions and tasks to optimize one's 
PC in the uMSL Desktop PlaTh 
Also, "MyGateway 6: Users' 
Workshop" will be presented from 10 
to 11:15 a.m.' in 003 Computer Center 
Building. 'This workshop is a hands-
on overview of the update course 
management system that powers 
MyGateway 6, which provides 
instructors with a variety of new fea-
tures and enhancements to allow 
more flexibility in course content 
delivery and management 
Both workshops are open to facul-
ty. staff and graduate teaching assis-
tants. and sponsored by Information 
Teclmology Services . Register at 
http://www.umsLeduJtraining. Call 
6558 for more information. 
Fri. Jan. 28 
Visiting scholar to dis-
cuss optical effects 
Renat Letfullin, visiting assistant 
professor of Physics and Optical 
Engineering at Rose-Hulman Institute 
of Technology in Terre Haute, Ind. , 
will discuss "Optical Effects and 
Electrodynamics of Photon-Branched 
Chain Processes" at 3 p.m in 328 
Bent()n Hall. Coffee will be served at 
2:30 p.m in 516 Benton Hall. The 
colloquium is free and open to the 
public and sponsored by the 
Department of Physics and 
Astronomy. Call 5931 for more infor-
mation. 
Fri. Jan. 28 
Catholic Newman Center 
Awakening Retreat 
Join the Newman Center for its 
largest retreat of the year. Awakening 
is a retreat planned BY students FOR 
students. Different types of people 
aged 18-30 go on Awakening: stu-
dents with various majors, non-stu-
dents, and people with varying levels 
of faith. During the retreat, there are 
inspiring talks given by students, 
chances to share with others in small 
groups; time for prayer and personal 
reflection. Some of your present ideas 
about God may be challenged, and 
don't be smprised if you end up feel-
ing loved by and closer to a few more 
people by the end of the weekend. 
Invite your friends - and be ready to 
! 
i 
I 
I 
make new friends. The retreat begins 
Friday, January 28 at 5 p.m at the 
Newman Center. We will return to the 
Newman Center on Sunday, January 
30 at 4 pm. The cost is $40 per person 
(scholarships are available) . 
Registration required by Monday, 
January 24. For any questions or more 
information, please contact Tracy, 
Bobby, or Fr. Bill at 314-385-3455 or 
cncumsl@aol.com. For Info: Tracy 
Van de Riet at 314-385-3455 
Sat., Jan. 29 
Fiction-writing workshop 
"Research How-To" will ' be 
offered from 1 to 4 p.m. at the Ie. 
Penney Conference Center. This 
WOIkshop provides strategies for writ-
ers of fiction or creative nonfiction on 
collecting, organizing and using infor-
mation, including interviews and the 
Web. Fee for the workshop is $39. 
This workshop is part of The Write 
Stuff Chancellor's Certificate 
Pro~ which is sponsored by the 
Master of Fine Arts Program, College 
of Arts and Sciences, Continuing 
Education and Outreach. Call 5974 or 
visit www.umsl.eduJ-contediarts-sci-
ences/noncreditlenglish_fiction.htrnl 
for more information or to register. 
I Sat., Jan. 29 
II, Prep. for LPC Exam 
"Licensed Professional Counselor 
Exam Review" will be offered from 
9 a.rn. to noon Saturdays, today 
through March 19, in 008 Marillac 
Hall. This review course is designed 
for persons who plan to take the 
National Counselor Exam on April 
16. The course includes simulated 
exam sessions to allow participants to 
practice answering exam questions. 
Fee for the course is $295. This 
review is sponsored by the College 
of Education, Continuing Education 
and Outreach. Call 5655 for more 
information or to register. 
Mon., Jan. 31 
Monday Noon Series: 
Women in Song 
Barbara Harbach, professor of 
music, and Katharine Lawton Brown, 
director of Premiere Performances, 
will present "Women in Song" at 
12:15 p ,rn. in 205 Music Building. 
They will perform music by com-
posers Anne Boleyn, Fanny 
Mendelssohn and Clara Schumann, as 
well as Harbach's own composition, 
and discuss the settings of the compo-
sitions. Attendees are welcome to 
bring their lunch. Light refreshments 
will be served. The lecture is free and 
open to the public. Call 5699 or visit 
http://www.umsl.edul-cfh for more 
information. 
Mon., Jan. 31 
Engineering lecture 
G. Ali Mansoori, professor of chemi-
cal engineering at the University of 
illinois-Chicago, will discuss 
"Organic Nanostructures Derived 
from Petroleum" at 4 p.m. In 451 
Benton Hall. Free and open. 
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New computer lab offers space, wireless Internet 
BY PATRICIA LEI! 
Co-News Editor- -
• Students who are tired of sitting at 
cramped computer workstations or 
waiting in line to use a computer now 
have another option. Next month, the 
Ward E. Barnes library will celebrate 
the opening of its new computer lab 
with an open house. 
.#/J The Ward E. Barnes Research 
+ 
.. ~ 
• 
Commons features 57 computer sta-
tions, a color printer, scanner and 
wireless Internet capatJility. It opened 
last semester as a joint project of the 
Barnes Library and Instructional 
Computing. 
Workers spent much of the sum-
mer remodeling the library and creat-
ing a computer lab. Tables from the 
middle of the library were taken out 
to provide space. 
"in response to the fact that the 
computer lab over at the Thomas 
Jefferson Library is so full that half 
. (he time there's people waiting in line, 
InstrUctional Computing was looking 
for a place to put a new lab," Ted 
Ficklen, circulation manager of the 
Ward E. Barnes Library, said. 
The Barnes Research Commons 
follows the model of the computer lab 
in the Thomas Jefferson library. 
One of the most popular reasons 
students used the Thomas Jefferson 
lab was because they liked having a 
place where they could do research, 
use computers, get help from lab con-
sultants and do homework all in the 
same building. 
''What we hear from students 
through the feedback from the sur-
veys we conduct each semester, is 
that they like the space and the fact 
that it's a multipurpose location," 
Chris Sheetz, Instructional 
Computing supervisor, said. 
One notable feature of the com-
puter lab is the space between and 
around workstations. That was 
designed so that people with laptops 
could also work in the area and utilize 
printing resources. 
A unique feature of the library is 
the fact that all four walls are trans-
parent. "Where else are you going to 
find a place where all the walls are 
I 
Mike Sherwini The Currenl 
Matthew J. Grawitch, doctoral candidate in the industrial/organizational psychology program at 
Saint Louis University, discusses "Unlocking Self-Regulation in the Workplace" in Clark Hall on 
Wednesday. 
if Self-regulation is vital for healthy 
WQrkpla~e,: sayS"SIU' psycnologiS't 
BY PAUL HACKBARTH 
Co-News Editor 
Matthew Grawitch, ' assistant pro-
fessor of research in the psychology 
department at St. Louis University, 
~. has worked with companies to create 
a healthier and more manageable 
workplace. When he compared two 
hypothetical organizations, one where 
management did not listen to employ-
ees' input and the other being more 
participative, he found that the first 
~ one failed, while the second one pros-
pered. 
The reason for this difference may 
be addressed by Grav.-itch's newest 
research on "Unlocking Self-
Regulation in the Workplace." This 
psychology coUoquimn took place on 
.~ Jan. 19 from 1:30 p.m. to 3 IJ.m. in 
411 Clark Hall. The psychology 
department invited Grawitch to speak 
to graduate students majoring in psy-
chology. 
"A lot of work rve done centers 
around the idea of healthy workplace 
., practices, more specifically, psycho-
logically healthy workplace prac-
tices," he said. 
Grawitch named employee 
involvement, work-life balance, 
employee growth and development, . 
recognition and health and safety as 
" healthy workplace practices in his 
research. 
comes. He defined self-regulation as 
the ability of groups or individuals to 
monitor their progress in terms of 
goals. Self-regulation also refers to 
workers distributing their resources to 
maximize their progress towards pos-
itive outcomes and avoid negative 
ones. 
His research took place at the orga-
nizational, group and individual lev-
els. At the organizational level, he 
published a literature review that 
revealed new evidence. 
''This qualitative literature review 
was able to show that there is a direct 
link between interventions and out-
comes, particularly types of well 
being and performance outcomes," 
Grawitch said. 
Before Grawitch's study, no strong 
evidence supported this link. 
Grawitch explained the impor-
tance of self-regulation in the work-
place. ''When you give them this par-
ticipation, this increased level of 
autonomy, that should allow them to 
more effectively regulate themselves 
in the workplace." 
At the group level, Grawitch 
looked at the benefits of positive 
mood on well-being and pelionnance. 
In one study, he found positive mood 
increases creative performance and 
creativity of ideas while negative 
mood had no effect. 
the intensity of the experience was 
rHated to making progress towards a 
goal, not actually achieving a goal. 
"It was the very first study of its 
kind." Grawitch said. 'There has been 
very little research that has tried to 
apply self-regulation to work groups 
in terms of the appraisals and evalua-
tions that people make." 
On the individual level, Grawitch 
found a link betv/een self-regulation 
appraisals and employees ' moods. 
Two hundred and four undergraduate 
students participated in a study on 
how appraisals of work tasks influ-
ence their moods. Grawitch found a 
stronger !i;l\;. 0f primary appraisals to 
an avoidance mood than a link from 
. secondary appraisals to an approach 
mood. 
The next steps in his research 
include how workplace practices 
influence self-regulation, how self-
regulation influences other outcomes 
besides mood, how self-regulation 
differs in individuals and groups and 
how larger organizational · content 
affects employee sejfcregulation capa-
bilities. 
Therese Macan, director of the 
industrial and organizational program 
in the psychology department, assist-
ed in inviting Grawitch. "We invited 
Grawitch because he is a candidate for 
the industrial/organization psycholo-
gist position here." 
made of glass?" Sheetz said. "You 
can just take a break from writing 
your paper and look out one of the 
windows." 
The open house is scheduled for 
Feb. 2, from 10 a.Ill. to 7 p.m. People 
can drop in at any time, and there will 
be a ribbon cutting and special guest 
speakers at 3 p.m. . 
Some of the notable speakers 
scheduled for the program are the 
University's chancellor Thomas 
George, dean of the libraries Amy 
Amott, and associate vice chancellor 
for Information Technology Services 
Jim Tom. 
Throughout the day, Instructional 
Computing lab consultants will be on 
hand to help with computer questions 
and demonstrate library resources. 
KWMU radio host 
found dead at home 
Mike Sampson, radio hGst for 
KWMU, was found dead in his 
. home on Thursday, Jan. 20. Police 
do not know the cause of death. 
Sampson was 53. 
Sampson was · born in 
Philadelphia, but moved to St. Louis 
in 1983. He worked for KWMU for 
over 10 years 
and was the 
host of the 
radio pro-
grams "St. 
Louis on the 
Air" and 
"Cityscape." 
He became 
host of 
"Cityscape" in 
March' 2002 
and took over 
for Gregory 
Freeman, for-
mer host of 
"St Louis on 
the Air," in 
December 
o 0 2. , 
Sarnpsbn alSo 
Sampson 
Host of KWMU's "St. 
Louis on the Air" 
and "Cityscape" 
was found dead 011 
at bis home on 
.-.. 71Jtttsdlly 
hosted ne and classical music pr0-
grams and local broadcasts of 
"Morning Edition" and "All Things 
Considered." 
On Friday Jan. 21, KWMU 
broadcasted a tribute and memOIial 
to Sampson on "St Louis on Air." 
KWMU plans to keep airing the pro-
gram, "St L{JUis on the Air," which 
can be heard Monday through 
Thursday at 11 Ci.m.. "Cityscape" "''ill 
also continue to air every Friday at 
11 a.m. 
Mary Edwards, producer of "St. 
BUSH, from page 1 
Some UM-St. Louis students had 
the same sentiments. Abigal Sheisha, 
senior, computer programming, said, 
"I desperately wish we could have 
brought this one home for John Kerry. 
Although you have to admit that 
George W. Bush has more adept polit-
ical skills than we gave him credit 
for," Sheisha said. 
In the St Louis area there were 
alternative inauguration events do .. l1-
town. 
Around 9 a.m. , protestors gathered 
at the Old Courthouse to begin activi-
ties. They marched carrying signs 
against the war in Iraq and with nega-
Refreshments will be available. 
Attendees will also be eligible for 
door prizes donated by the library and 
Instructional Computing's suppliers. 
For more infonnation about the 
open house, people can call 516-4322 
or 516-5576. 
Ficklen said that one purpose of 
having an open house is to get the 
word out about their new lab. "We 
haven't really had days yet where it's ' 
packed," Ficlden said. "It's usually 
half full ." 
While it is usually not as full as 
some of the other computer labs, the 
Barnes lab may be attractive to a dif-
ferent crowd. 
"It seems to me there's quite a bit 
of traffic on this campus at night, with 
the education courses. It would be 
Louis on the Ai.r" and "Cityscape," 
called Sampson "an extremely tal-
ented host." The staff of KWMU 
.. ill dearly miss Sampson. 
St. Louis police enlist 
UMSL criminologists 
for help 
The St. Louis City Police 
Department enlisted the help of . 
criminologists at UM-St. Louis to 
sort out the confusion over discrep-
ancies in crime statistics for St. Louis 
city. St. Louis police repOlted that 
crime statistics were down in tht( city 
compared to the national average. 
Richard Rosenfeld, criminology 
and criminal justice professor at 
UM-St. Louis, analyzed statistics on 
rape and sex offenses for the St. 
Louis Post Dispatch. Rosenfeld 
found that statistics for rape should 
have been higher than what the 
police department reported. 
Police Chief Joe Mokwa read 
Rosenfeld's report and asked crimi-
nologists at UM-St. Louis to help 
analyze more statistics. Mokwa 
formed a seven-member .panel , 
including Scott Decker, Cu,rator' 
professor fo, CCJ at UM-St. Louis, 
to analyze crime statistics. 
\\'bile the committee said the 
police should have written formal 
incident report~ for cases instead of 
memos, Decker said that even if for-
mal reports were used in pi ace of 
memos, the crime rate for rapes 
would only increase by a fraction of 
one percent. 
Rosenfeld and Decker will con-
tinue to study statistics on rape and 
sexual assault from the police 
department. They will look for dis-
crepancies in the tatistics and try to 
tive attitudes toward the president in 
general. Organizers billed the event as 
a time to celebrate the fight for peace 
and social justice. 
Lakeisha Johnson brought her own 
unique inlpression of Bush adminis-
tration policies to the alternative inau-
guration. Johnson works at a local 
mental hospital and voiced her con-
ce.rn about funding cuts that occurred 
during the Bush administration. 
"Our funding has been deeply cut 
by the RepUblican administration. I 
am grateful that my job wa~n't elimi-
nated, though," Johnson said. 
The alternative inauguration events 
"'These different sorts of practices 
set the stage for self-regulation of 
individuals and groups," he said. 
Grawitch also performed an 
exploratOIy study with 52 employees 
who work in groups. These employ-
ees "answered questionnaires about 
their positive and negative experi-
ences including questions about the 
intensity, cause and relationship of the 
experience to the group. He found that 
Students attended the colloquium 
to give feedback to Grav.>itch. "We're 
the ones who affect who gets hired," 
September Singh, graduate student, 
psychology, said. "It's a good idea to 
give our two cents to professors who 
will work with us." 
SNOW DAYS, from page 1 
Grawitch views self-regulation as 
an important link from interventions 
• to performance and well being out-
E-MAIL CHANGES, from page _! ________  
solutions is to have a student friendly 
e-mail name." 
However, not all students may be 
eligible. Students asserted under the 
Family Educated Rights and Privacy 
Act and employees of UM-St. Louis 
may not be able to change their aliases. 
'There's a possibility that if you're 
a worker, categorized as an employee 
Of the University, you may not have 
immediate access to this," Bopp said. 
Fowler and Bopp also are worried 
that students with common names 
would have limited choices. 
'There is the danger and will be 
some concern that some people like 
John Smith will be left with no options 
after so many configurations," Bopp 
said. 'There still rnay be some limited 
aVailability to people that have more 
common names because it's shared on 
a system level." 
Currently, a student's six-digit or 
letter combination will still be dis-
played on MyGateway, but ITS staff 
members are working on having a stu-
dent's new alias show up on 
MyGateway. 
The new e-mail aliases are avail-
able now MyGateway will post an 
announcement and a studentwide e-
mail will be sent out in the next few 
weeks. Students can create their new e- . 
mail alias by following the directions I 
online at httpj~www.umsl.eduJtech- .1 
nology/ personaliz.ed.html. I 
f 
"The campus tends to look at 
long-term weather trends," 
Samples said. "When we ' re look-
ing at weather, we're looking at the 
night forecast and the rush hour 
traffic to determine if that's going 
to impact people trying to get to 
campus," Samples said. 
Ideally, campus officials try to 
make the decision at least a couple 
hours before the earliest classes. 
"Usually we try to have a determi-
nation by 6 a.m. if they're going to 
close daytime classes . If we're 
going to close evening classes, 
we ' re typically going to make that 
determination by 3 p.m.," Samples 
---
said. 
The chancellor gets to make the 
ultimate decision on whether or not 
to close the campus. Campus police 
and the Department of Pubic Safety 
and Grounds are also involved in 
the decision. 
"The goal is to keep the campus 
open if we can keep the campus 
open," San1ples said. 
"You're paying to get an educa-
tion, but it would be difficult to get 
that education if we closed the 
campus every time it snowed," 
Samples said. "Sometimes you 
make the ri ght judgment, some-
times you don't," he said. 
nice for those people to have a place 
to work on a computer without 
trekking back to North Campus," 
Sheetz said. 
Traffic is also expected to pick up 
from the dorms when the weather 
warms up. '1 think it offers a valuable 
amenity to someone who may not . 
have a computer in their dorm room," 
Sheetz said. 
"People don' t think of the south 
campus as a place where there's stuff. 
We just want to get the word out on 
all the cool stuff that's here," Ficklen 
said. 
Ficklen also said that the open 
house would be something fun for 
students to do, for a change, between 
classes. 'We just like to have patties," 
he said. 
understand how sex offenses are 
reported and classified. 
UMSL program offers 
women 'Pipeline to 
Local Office' 
The Sue Shear Institute for 
Women in Public Life at UM-St. 
Louis will offer a workshop for 
women who are interested in run-
ning for municipal offices and vol-
unteering on a campaign. The 
workshop, called "Pipeline to Local 
Office," will take place from 6 p.m. 
to 9 p .m. on Jan. 24 and 26 in 
Century Room C of the Millennium 
Student Center. The program cost 
$30 per participant. 
"Pipeline to Local Office" will 
feature women who have held local 
offices in the past or have worked 
on successful local campaigns. 
These women will provide instruc-
tion on how to create a campaign 
plan and budget for a local race, 
how to target voters , how to raise 
money and how to encourage voters 
to go to the polls . Participants will 
also learn communication skills and 
practice public speaking. 
Over 50 percent of past partici-
pants in this workshop have gone 
on to become mayors, council-
women and school board members. 
Among the successful candidates in 
last year 's class were Katherine 
Jepsen, Brentwood alderman, 
Camille Greenwald, Richmond 
Heights councilwoman and Karen 
Webster, a member of the Ladue 
school board. Call 4727 for more 
information or to register for the 
program. 
ended with a three hour party at St. 
Louis City Hall. A large turnout 
engaged in "dances of dissent" and 
while they obviously discussed poli-
tics, it was mostly a time for people to 
celebrate with other voices opposed to 
Bush. 
Some people, however, were not 
impressed by the alternative festivi-
ties. 
''What the heck are dances of dis-
sent?" Josh Stevens, senior, math, 
said. "I guess some people have a lot 
of free tin1e. All it makes me want to 
do is join the UM-St. Louis College 
Republicans. " 
If the campus closes, there are 
several ways that faculty , staff and 
students are notified. If the 
University makes the decision in 
the morning, it sends the informa-
tion to local television and radio 
stations so they can pass on the 
information to their audiences. 
If they decide to close the cam-
pus in the middle of the day, how-
ever, campus-wide email would 
alert faculty, staff, and students that 
the campus was closed. 
The University's website would 
also carry the information , as 
would its telephone hotline, 516-
INFO. 
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University should 
close for snow 
\ 
'. "\. 
'J 
A foot of snow covers the ground 
outside, and giant flakes continue to 
fall. All of the schools around the 
area are closed, in fact it takes about 
20 minutes just to read through all of 
the school closings. Don't bother 
watching the ljst, though. St. Louis 
would have to be totally buried 
under the white stuff before UM-St. 
Louis .closed. 
Faced with getting ready ' and 
leaving a half hour earlier than 
planned so you are not late to class, 
you should stop watching television 
and make sure your car has not fall-
en victim to the weather. It can take 
half an hour to clean off and warm 
up your car before you get to join the 
morning tra:ffic . Despite the fact that 
UM-St. Louis is considered a com-
muter school , inclemant weather 
rarely affects the school schedule. 
One would think that being a 
commuter school where the vast 
majority of students either drive or 
ride the IvIetroLink, the campus 
would close when the temperature 
drops and blizzard-conditions devel-
op. Some students drive an hour or 
more to get here, and it takes twice 
as long in bad weather. Even stu-
dents who li\ e on campus are forced 
to brave the frigid conditions, either 
driving to class , walking or rimng 
the shuttle. Durir).g a snowy day last 
year, a shuttle bus lost control and 
skidded into a bus station shelter on 
south campus. 
The Uruversity needs to take into 
consideration all the students, staff 
and faculty that have to find their 
way to school. 
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after winter skies have precipitated 
and parking is severly limited. Is this 
an assumption that students will opt 
to stay home rather than face driving 
conditions? 
To the Umversity 's credit, the 
walkways on campus are usually 
cleared appropriately. Lately, the 
sidewalks have been heavily salted, 
making walking to classes sigrrifi-
cantly easier. The grounds crews do 
try hard to get things cleared off for 
students , staff and faculty so they 
have safe walks when traveling 
around on campus. 
Since UM-St. Louis serves so 
many commuting students, faculty 
and staff, the Umversity should have 
the same snow day requirements as 
local schools. 
In the currently unlikely event 
that the Umversity closes because of 
weather, an announcement will 
available at 516-4636. The 
Uruversity's name will also appear 
on the snow closings on the local 
television and ramo stations. They 
generally, but not always, try to 
announce the closure of campllii by 
6 a.m. for day classes or 3 p.m. for 
evening classes. Some professors 
may also place an atmouncement or 
send out an emrul via My Gateway. 
Professors have the option of 
cancelling class but many seem to 
think tbat if they are on campus, stu-
dents in their classes must be as 
well. If the Umversity has not closed 
for snow, professors should consider 
it. Teachers know their students and 
probably have a better idea of who 
has to commute. Assign readings via 
My Gateway or post a few lecture 
notes. This way, professors can 
adhere to their plans and students do 
not have to risk dangerous driving 
conditions. 
St. Louis is home to 
wildy unpredictable 
weather. University 
officials have not 
declared any snow 
days this year and 
only called for one I 
last year, despite 
several bouts of 
blizzard-like 
weather. 
We suggest 
The University 
should adopt the 
same standards as 
local primary and 
secondary schools. 
Communting stu-
dents should not 
have to face dan-
gerous driving con-
ditions. 
January· ' 2005 
UMSL: Teach me about money 
When I began college as a barely 
out of high school 18-year-old, I 
knew how to do a load of laundry, I 
could make toast and I understood 
the basics behind balancing a check-
book. The only reason my .socks 
have not all turned pink, tbough, is 
that my mom insisted that my broth-
ers and I learn how do our own 
wash. 
assume that all students are re!ative- .!I) 
ly familiar with the course topic. A 
. required personal finance class 
geared toward non-business majors 
would teach students how to-under-
stand money without ten prerequisite 
classes and extensive background 
knowledge. .:J 
The thought of walking into a 
business class right now has a rugh-
marish haze surrounding 
it. Like the proverbial 
walking into class naked 
dream, I can in1agine all 
of the smart, business ~ 
kids waving their invest-
ment reports and laugh-
ing at me. A class for 
non-business saavy peo-
ple would relieve this 
anxiety. 
A surprising number 
of incoming students 
have not learned some 
of the basic necessities 
for living. Burning 
toast has less of an 
impact on a person's 
future than bouncing 
checks or falling into 
credit card debt. The 
University should 
require that all students 
take a personal finance 
class so that graduates 
understand' the impor-
tance of responsible 
How is our education 
"complete" if we gradu-
ate without learning 
. about money, the most 
KATE DROLET 
--Editqr-in:Chiej 
immediate concept we 
wi] I face as adults? Students often 
leave college with thousands of dol-
lars of loan debt. If Joe Blow takes 
out $40,000 in loans to pay for 
school, shouldn ' t the University 
teach him how to handle this debt? 
budgeting and the dangers of "free 
money" in the form of credit cards. 
Even with my parents' lesson on bal-
ancing a checkbook, I was still 
unsure about tbe procedure when I 
opened my own account. Students 
who have not been taught how to 
handle their personal funds may 
avoid balancing because they are not 
aware that they need to do it 
If Uruverslty graduation require-
m!,!nts include classes that cover cul-
tural mversity, politics and composi-
tion, they should also require a per-
sonal finance course. 
I am majoring in mass communi-
cation and I frequently wonder how 
three credits of college algebra are 
going to enrich my career. Bio.logy, 
anthropology, graphic design and 
tropical ecology students probably 
do not opt to take business classeS 
for fun. Students majoring in busi-
ness are currently the only ones 
required to grun knowledge about 
the real world of finance. 
Those who have taken classes 
outside of their own departments can 
testify to the fact that some teachers 
Current Umversity requirements 
are in place to make sure that we exit 
college as well-rounded, open-mind-
ed adults. Our awareness of politics 
and readiness to tackle world issues ~ 
are moot if tbe repo guys are banging 
down the door. As an institution .of 
hioher education, the University 
o':es us a lesson in personal finance. 
As relevant as it is to my degree, 
interpersonal communication will _ 
not teach me how to invest my 14f/ 
money or avoid bankruptcy. A per-
sonal finance requirement is 
absolutely necessary at this and all 
universities. 
We will all buy a car someday, 
and lessons in haggling would help. 
Many of us will mortgage a house, ... 
and the process is currently unfamil-
iar. We will all have a cremt history, 
and someDne needs to teach us how 
to keep it clean. 
Designated drivers save lives 
Every day we hear stories about 
drinking and driving. I found a recent 
local story involving two police offi-
cers surprising. A Bridgeton police ' 
officer was killed by a University 
City police officer who was driving 
intoxicated. This story reminds me of 
the dangers people often overlook. 
The incident 
. accident an.d were nearly killed 
because the driver Was under the 
influence. 
I just hope that everyon leMIls 
lessons from the people around them. 
According to tbe Mothers Against 
Drunk Driving website, three in 
every 10 Americans will be involved 
in an alcohol-related 
accident at some time in 
their life. The site also 
said that in 2002, an 
estimated 17,419 people 
died in alcohol-related" 
traffic accidents, which 
averages out to about 
one person every 30 
minutes. 
Some people have complained 
that the walkways and stairs around 
campus facilities are not always salt-
ed. Some of the stairways are icy 
and dangerous to travel on because 
salt is not placed on them to prevent 
people from falling. The last thing 
anyone needs is to fall while trying 
to get to class on time. All walkways 
should be properly salted if the 
University expects everyone to 
attend classes during snowy weatb-
er. . 
The Umversity needs to remem-
ber that is a commuter campus when 
deciding whether or not to close the 
site. It is not a matter of students 
wanting a day off, but a matter of 
them making it to campus safely and 
in a reasonably timely manner. It 
often takes more time than it is 
worth for students to make it to cam-
pus when the weather is bad. 
So what do you think? 
occurred on Jan. 12. 
Both officers were 
killed immediately 
upon impact. The 
University City offi-
cer was driving intox-
icated and ran head-
on into the Bridgeton 
officer on the high-
way. This story has 
been all over the news 
and newspapers, 
shocking people 
everywhere. 
I found that Missouri 
has fairly high statistics 
when it comes to drink- ~ 
ing and driving. The 
MADD website 
revealed that in 2003, 
there were 1,232 total 
traffic-related deaths. 
This number was one of 
The top floors of the parking 
garages are not always snow-plowed 
Tell us what you think! Drop 
us a line at the office, 388 
MSC, or onLine at our website 
www.thecurrentanline.com 
.• UMSL should close for snow 
• School should teach finance 
This is something 
that no one wants to 
hear. The police force 
is out to keep our city 
BECKY ROSNER 
Managing Editor 
safe, and when one of them disobeys 
the law so blatantly, it is a disap" 
pointrnent to many. The officer was 
nearly double the legal alcohol limit, 
accormng to a story published on stl-
today.com. 
larger numbers compared to some of 4., 
tbe other states listed. There were 
also 504 alcohol-related deaths. 
MADD also states, "Alcohol is also 
the nation's most frequently commit-
ted violent crime, killing someone 
every 30 minutes." 
How do you feel about the 
topics we've covered? • DeSignated drivers save lives 
Ever since high school we have 
all been preached to about the threats 
of drinking and driving. It is some-
thing that really bothers me. When 
going out knowing that people will 
be drinking, my friends and I always 
pick the designated drivers first. This 
is the safest and · best way to do 
things, otherwise you could get stuck 
somewhere without a sober driver. 
The next time that you or one of '> 
your friends tries to drive while 
intoxicated, remember these statis-
tics. You do not want to be become a 
part of these figures, so do all you 
can to keep yourself and your friends 
safe. 
You can make your voice 
heard in a variety of ways! 
Shannon Moran 
Sophomore 
Film Direction 
• Submit a letter to the editor 
• Write a guest commentary 
• Visit the online 'forums at 
TheCurrentOnline. com 
Chris Walker 
Senior 
Finance and Marketing 
---,,---- ---,,----
Any hooded sweatsirt or jacket 
does the trick for me. 
My yeilow Northface jacket. 
!tis about five years old, I got it 
at AlplneShop. j wear it all the 
time. 
Everywhere you look you see sto- . 
ries about drunk driving. Picking up 
a copy of Cosmopolitan magazine, I 
found a story about a girl who killed 
some of her friends while driving 
intoxicated. When I was in high 
school a group of women were in an 
Veronica Raynor 
Fresliman 
Mart<eting 
----"---=----,, 
One last shocking statistic to ~ 
leave you with: 1.5 million drivers 
were arrested in 2002 for driving 
under th~ influence of alcohol or nar-
cotics . . The MADD website 
(www.madd.org) is helpful if you are 
interested in statistics or are trying to 
find more information on alcohol and ~ 
abuse. . 
Junior 
Electronics with Theatre Minor 
---,,----
I like to wear my grey UMSL 
beanie hat. I got it S'OUI1d the end 
of the fall semester last year. 
I have an Air Force arctic parb that 
I bought in an antique shop. The 
white fringe on the hood looks 
strange over my head, but its so 
wann! 
------------------------------------------~~====="======~--~~~~~~~~~--~~~--~~~----~''~----------~~--~====~,~,~= 
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, .Night of the iving flu . , 
Viruses are the 
zombies . of infection 
BY CATHERINE MARQUIS-
. HOMEYER 
Science Columnist 
Last week this column discussed 
the flu vaccine shortage and a bit 
about why flu is such a threat. Let's 
continue that discussion with a little 
more about flu and the 1918 flu epi-
demic. 
Epidemic or not, flu is caused by 
a virus. VIruses are curious things: 
some viruses cause that mild but 
ubiquitous malady, the common 
cold, but others cause things like the 
current fatal scourge, AIDS. Outside 
of a cell, a virus is essentially a non-
living thing. It has no metabolism 
and does not meet the general criteria 
we use to decide if something is alive 
or not. 
Inside of a cell, it is completely 
different, as the virus's DNA or RNA 
takes over the metabolic machinery 
of the host cell. It seems very much 
alive as it makes all those copies of 
itself, the new virus particles. VIruses 
are called "particles" because they 
are not cells but a bit of DNA or 
Rt'J"A, depending on the variety, 
wrapped in a protein envelope. The 
term "envelope" seems particularly 
apt, as it delivers its genetic message 
to the next cell, a message that is 
unleashed when that envelope is 
opened.l{) reveal the generic,material · 
in the cell. 
The lack of a metabolism is the 
basic reason that antibiotics are use-
less against viruses. Antibiotics inter-
fere with the metabolism of microor-
ganisms, which are cells. 
Researchers are flOW looking for 
ways to interfere with the workings 
of viruses. 
The simplicity of viruses is one 
reason why they can be so genetical-
ly variable. In cells, a change in its 
, genetic code, a mutation, can hamper 
or destroy the metabolism of the cell. 
Changes that can kill or weaken the 
cell create a barrier to hold down the 
genetic changes any cell can tolerate, 
favoririg ' only certain changes that 
create a neutral or positive effect. In 
the "dead" virus, lots of changes can 
be a very good thing, allowing it to 
evade recognition by the immune. 
system of its victim. 
Influenza is a disease caused by a 
member of the Orthomyxoviridae 
family of viruses. The virus infects 
cells by attaching to receptors on the 
cell's surface which causes the cell to 
take the virus in by the process of 
endocytosis. Once the virus's genetic 
material has taken over the cell and 
directed it to make new copies of 
itself, the new virus particles are 
released by budding of packets full of 
virus particles. 
The cell is not killed by this 
process, at least at first. The influen-
za virus is among the most change-
able of viruses, which is one of its 
dangers. It has its genetic material in 
eight segments that can recombine 
with other strains when two or more 
strains infect the same cell. . 
The flu virus that causes most 
concern is the Influenza A variety, 
originally a bird flu that jumped into 
humans. When the 1918 Influenza A 
viIus hit, the virus was so different 
that it seemed almost no one's 
immune system was prepared to rec-
ognize and respond to it For the 
usual influenza virus. major health 
threats come from pneumonia caused 
l 
by the flu virus itself or by secondary 
infections, usually in the .very old or 
young or those already ill. 
A description of the 1918 flu epi-
demic notes not only that it seemed 
to target the young and healthy, but 
the rapid and enormous effects the 
infection had in producing pneumo-
nia. A September 1918 letter of an 
American doctor working in an 
Army hospital during the epidemic, 
uncovered in 1959 and published in 
1979, gives a chilling account. The 
doctor describes how the soldiers 
rapidly developed a pneumonia, 
within days of showing early, ordi-
nary flu symptoms, describing it as 
"the most viscous type of pneumonia 
that has eVer been seen" and later, 
observed that for patients "it is sim-
ply a struggle for air until they suffo-
cate," a tragic outcome the doctors 
were powerless to stop. The infection 
circled the globe and there were tales 
of people sickening on the way to 
work and dropping dead in the 
streets. 
The curious thing is that, accord-
ing to the letter, the autopsies showed 
the infection was not yet well 
advanced but it would kill by its 
power to create an overabundance of 
mucous. Some experts have noted 
that the pneumonia sounds strikingly 
like SARS, an infection that was ini-
tially thought to be influenza. No one 
knows for sure why the 1918 flu, 
designated HIN1, was so deadly, 
since the epidemic occurred before 
medical science had reached modem 
levels of understanding about vims~s 
or disease-causing germs. 
In 1976, a variety with the same 
HINI flu, called Swine flu, cropped 
up but there was no pandemic. So the 
mystery remains. Some studies have 
looked at the antibodies of remaining 
survivors of the epidemic and recent-
ly an effort to sequence the vinls was 
launched, using virus found pre-
served in the body of a victim in a 
northem climate. 
What do the readers t.hink? 
Results from the web poll: 
Have ou ever be n 
o he Touhil PAC? 
Yes 
No 
The who? 
Results Ilia www.tbecuTTetIUmltne.COTII 
45% 
24% 
32% 
*www.thecurrellwnline.com does rwt limit votes per 
person, and the pan is Iwt a scientific sampling. 
Reader invites all to WITA event 
Thank you for the article on the 
Women in the Arts: Visual Poem 
series. Many women have put a lot of 
hard work into the art exhibit and read-
ing series, and I think many members 
of the campus co=unity would find 
the beautiful paiIltingS and installa-
tions soothing, shocking and beautiful. 
The article did, however, neglect to 
mention one more free Women in the 
Arts: Visual Poem event. On 
Thursday, Jan. 27, from noon to 1 
p.m., six more UM-St Louis women 
will be reading poetry in the gallery. 
These writers are Andie Jackson, the 
Pushcart Prize nominated fiction 
writer, playwright and poet; Allison 
Creighton, an English tutor who won 
the Graduate Poetry Prize at UM-St. 
Louis; Alison Carrick, the talented 
poet, fiction writer and witty librarian; 
Seema Mukhi, an English instructor 
and fiction wllter; Carol Niederlander, 
a poet involved with River Styx, and 
(yes) myself. 
Hope to see you there! 
Colleen McKee 
Poetry teacher 
Stud~nt questions election proposals 
I consider myself a dissent of the 
Constitution and by-laws commitee 
because I served on the committee 
when the proposal for the election 
rules were drafted and I oppose the 
rules. I served on the commitee ·hop-
ping to come up with solutions for 
problems of last election. 
Last election, the election commi-
tee, then the student court had to deter-
mine whether to disqualify a candidate 
for campaigning too close to the 
polling site, campaigning in the resi-
dential halls and unethical behavior. 
The solution given by the conuni-
tee is take out the requirement for eth-
ical behavior, allow candidate cam-
paigning closer to the polling place, 
and impose campaign limits on dona-
tions. These solutions are wrong. 
Under the current rules, canlpaigning 
must be 25 feet away from the polling 
site and ten feet from three computers 
of more. Under the proposed rules, it is 
just ten feet. If anything, any propose 
rules should require 15 more feet, not 
15 less. No proposal should change the 
definition of a polling site to make it 
easier to campaign closer to it. 
Moreover, we should not allow 
candidates to be unethical. There is no 
mention of ethics in the proposal. The 
proposal has restrictions on free 
speech and loopholes in it. 
The proposal put a $1,000 cap on 
campaign donations and $1,200 on 
slate. The loophole that is provided is 
the considei'ation of seeking endors-
ments is not considered campaigning. 
What is seeking endorsments? 
Overall, this proposal does not 
solve the problems, but causes more 
problems. What will solve the prob-
lems is putting judges on student court 
who will not tolerate abuse to the stu-
dent court and the election conunitee 
ignoring frivolous complaints. 
Damien Johnson 
Junior, Criminology 
Student offended by Seckman's commentary 
[ln response to Dave Seckman's 
"Where are all the hecklers?" edito-
rial in the Nov. 29 issue of The 
Current] 
As a former student athlete in 
high school and a hopeful future 
teacher, it is hard for me to express 
how disappointed and saddened I 
was by Mr. Seckman's article. 
I am disappointed that Mr. 
Seckman bemoans the Jack in UM-
St. Louis sports fans of what was at 
one time considered rude. unaccept-
. able behavior. Apparently this mde 
behavior is now widespread at ath-
letic contests, and oUI student ath-
letes even crave such inconsiderate 
activities by their fans. I am sad-
dened because Mr. Seckman i a t 0 a 
student athlete for UM-St. Loui and 
therefore represents the school I 
attend. I am saddened that Mr. 
Seckman has 0 completely 10 t 
sight of the concept of "good sports-
manship" in his athletic career. 
In "Spotlight on Youth Sports," a 
publication of the Institute for the 
Study of Youth Sports at Nlichigan 
State University which researches 
the benefits and detriments of partic-
ipation in youth sports, they write 
"Sportsmanship involve, a striving 
for success, while maintaining a 
commitment to being fair, honest, 
and respectful [and] to following the 
rules-all of which is' synonymous 
with being ethical or moral. In fact. 
young athle.tes [10-18 years] identi-
fied five dimensions to sportsman-
ship: A full commitment to sport 
participation, respect for the mles 
and officials, respect for opponents 
and avoidance of the '\\inning at all 
costs' mentality." 
When Mr. Seckman asks, "Where 
are our drunken college faithfuls fill-
ing the stands and making fun of the 
other team ... ?" and he states 
"Having fans in the stands ... can 
make the visitors break," it is obvi-
ous he has lost sight of the quest for 
good sportsmanship and is no longer 
familiar with its definition. Mr. 
Seckman queries, ""Vhere are the 
your mom jokes and in your face 
yelling?" Unfortunately my mother 
has passed away; do you think it's 
possible some of your opponents' 
mothers have passed away, Mr. 
Seckman? How would you feel 
about a "your mom" joke if your 
mother were dead Mr. Seckman? 
Mr. Seckman believes that the 
home field advantage compllses of 
"home fans having the ability to 
knowingly make fun of the opposi-
tion and have no consequences for 
their actions." But there are conse-
quences'; fans that act this way make 
sports and the world a cmder, ruder 
place. They also set a poor example 
for others, especially for any young-
sters in the audience. 
Mr. Seckmah also relates, "One 
time a fan spit right into one of our 
players faces. Do you think any 
player likes to have this happen?" 
No, I don't think any athlete would 
like to have this happen. I don't think 
Mr. Seckman would like to have this 
happen to him, yet he seems to want 
UM-St. Louis fans to spit in visiting 
athletes' faces. Another definition of 
sportsmanship is "The Golden 
Rule." In good sportsmanship you 
treat your opponent as you would 
wish to be treated. Mr. Seckman is 
obviously not familiar with this def-
inition of good sportsmanship either. 
I stated above that I am disap-
pointed and saddened. I am disap-
pointed and saddened by Mr. 
Seckman, but also by his coaches 
and the sports programs they mIl. A 
sports program is a reflection of the 
values and ethics of the coaches and 
sports directors who run them. This 
reflection would break a mirror. In 
quoting again from "Spotlight on 
Youth Sports," "Research suggests 
that the goals emphasized by an 
individual or a program may impact 
moral development/sportsmanlike 
behavior. Athletes who focus on 
self-mastery and personal improve-
ment (i.e., task-oriented) are more 
likely to perceive the purpose of 
sports as teaching values such as 
working hard, cooperating with oth-
ers, and becoming good citizens. 
. 
Further, those athletes did not 
endorse cheating and expressed 
approval for sportsmanlike behav-
iors in contrast to individuals who 
placed an emphasis on beating oth-
ers (e.g., ego-oriented). Individuals 
who focused on beating others more 
often viewed intentional, injurious 
acts as legitimate, and were more 
tempted to violate sportsmanship 
attitudes and behaviors." It would 
seem that the sports program Mr. 
Seckman is involved in is sadly, one 
of the latter types. 
If I were Mr. Seckman's coach, 
we would be having a long talk, with 
his continued participation on the 
teanl decided by .the outcome. But I 
I'm not the coach. and our athletes at 
alJ levels become spoiled pedantic 
brats who would rather win at all 
costs and "break" the opponent than 
join with them in a respectful rela-
tionship to better themselves and 
realize their potential. Without oppo-
nents , how would athletes measure 
their progress and their successes? 
In a healthy sports atmosphere, the 
athlete should be aware that just like 
their teammates and themselves, 
their opponents are on the same 
. journey to explore their limits and to 
better themselves. To better them-
selves not just in their athletic 
endeavors, but also as people. 
Sports can teach the value of hard 
work, cooperation, to persevere, to 
deal with adversity and with success. 
To me, learning these things can 
make sports a worthwhile activity. 
Finally, I anl saddened that The 
Current would print Mr. Seckman's 
article. By doing so you tacitly 
endorse his attitude and ... you legit-
imize him in the eyes of your read-
ers. In a sportsworld of steroid-
induced baseball records, Sharpie 
carrying football players and riot-
strewn basketball courts, legitimiz-
ing Mr. Seckman's attitudes is the 
last thing it needs. 
. Charles J. NiemoeLler 
UM-St. Louis student 
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the week's . 
best 
bets 
Fri. Jan. 28 
Nerdfest 
LARPers, gamers, chess aficiona-
dos and trivia whizzes, pack up 
your nerd stuff and head to 
Nerdfest in the Pilot House, spon-
sored by the University Program 
Board. The event will include a 
costume contest, a chess mini-tour-
nament, a game of Simpsons trivia 
and a Halo mini-tournament. 
Prizes include gift certificates, an 
I-Pod and an X-Box. For more 
information, call the Office of 
Student Life at 516-5291. 
Mon. Jan. 31 
Monday Noon Series 
Women in Song 
Barbara Harbach, professor of 
music, and Katharine Lawton 
Brown, director of Premiere 
Performances, will perform music 
by several female composers, 
including Harbach. The event will 
take place at 12: 15 in the Music 
Building. Call 516-5699 for more 
information. 
~k Curr e n t 
ere 
do you 
or 
elax 
on campus 
The St. Louis Mercantile Library, on the first and second floor of Thomas 
Jefferson Library, is a quiet place to research, study, or catch a few winks. 
January 24, 20US 
. LEFT: 
Rebecca Lewis, senior, 'philosophy, 
stretches out as she studies in d1e 
Fireside Lounge on the second floo'r of 
the Millennium Student Center on 
Wednesday afternoon. 
BELOW: 
Catie Blume, senior, exercise science, ~ 
chats on her phon.e in the Research 
Building lobby. This spot is an optimal 
place to grab a snack and cup of ·coffee. 
Whether it's the MSC or the library, 
students are always on the prowl 
for the coziest spots on campus 
Staty by Carrie Lewis • Photographs by Erica Burrus 
Stress is known to cause high blood opportunity. Not only is the library guaran-pressure, insomnia and poor mem- teed to be quiet, it is also a place where read-ory. Luckily. UM-St. Louis has ers can find munerous books and magazines 
several ~as for students to take a to help fill their free time. 
break from their studies and relax. For those seeking a relaxation place that 
There are five popular stress-free zones serves more as a coffee house and proyides 
that many students visit during their free a variety of beverages and snacks, the Pony 
time between classes. Express, located between Stadler and 
The "Quiet Lounge," located on the third Benton Halls, might be another destination 
floor of the Millennium Student Center, is to frequent. 
one. destination where students can take a Compared to the other campus coffee 
break. stands, this one seems to be popular because 
Some consider this small lounge to be ~f its convenient location and seating. There 
the quiet t place on calupUS. Students can are many scattered tables wbere students 
relax in its peaceful atmosphere and finish can sit and enjoy a bot beverage or catch up 
their homewode during any spare time. The with friends during the few minutes before 
quiet lounge provides oversized chairs f~- or after classes. 
ing a windowed wall and several other The Fueside Lounge on the second floor 
tables tbat allow student to wode or just take of the Millennium Student Center also 
a rnillUte for themselves. offers a spot for students to study quietly or 
Another place that some might consider relax after a hard day of work. 
site of relaxation is in the Thomas Jefferson The large fireplace and abundance of 
Library. comfortable chairs makes this campus 
Charlie Bright, English, graduate stu-
dent, prefers to relax in the Thomas 
Jefferson Library whenever he gets the see FAVORITE SPOTS, page 12 
One of many students attending the American College Theater Festival this 
week plays a game of pool downstairs in the MSC. The student, from Bismarck 
State College, remarked, "This campus has a lot better scenery than my 
school. The game area is nicer and bigger but our pool is free." 
• 
Once a student, now an entrepreneur: Alum shares sucess story 
BY M AEGHAN B ROWN 
Sta}jWriter 
Starting out with an associate's degree at 
Meramec Community College was not 
enough for Ray Bixler. He needed more and 
made a conscious decision to further his edu-
cation by enrolling at UM-St. Louis. Bixler. 
sought a degree in marketing and received it 
from uM~St. Louis, on Aug. 7,1977. 
Bixler still keeps in touch with his old 
mentor and marketing professor, Fred Hale. 
Even after 28 years, Bixler still communi-
cates with some of his former professors who 
had a strong impact on his life. 
"Last time I talked to Fred, he was doing 
the same thing all good entrepreneurs do, 
floating a new biz," Bixler said. ''This of 
course after finishing up a stint as St. Louis 
harbormaster. " 
Even though Bixler graduated with a GPA 
in the low 2.0 range, he said his desire to suc-
ceed was much more important. 
Some might say that success is the 
American dream. Many Americans do not 
get the opportunity to work, make money and 
love what they do all at the same time.· 
However, Bixler accomplished his dream of 
being successful when he came to run his 
own business. 
After graduating, Bixler jumped head first 
into DJ business. In the early '80s Ray creat-
ed Rent -A-Jock.. . . 
"Maybe you remember; 1 did the commer-
cials for 822-DIDJ." Ray said. "I even went 
to the point of nationally trademarking 
'DIDJ'." 
He had 75 people working for him out of 
four different cities and his business began to 
prosper. He owned two of the largest DJ busi-
nesses in theSt. Louis and Karisas City area. 
He also ran his business successfully in 
Chicago and Indianapolis . Building Rent-A-
Jock soon burned him out and he decided to 
recreate the business. 
Ray served out his last clients and in 2000 
remade Rent-A-Jock into 'Presidential 
Limousine. Now he owns an eight vehicle' 
fleet. A lot of money is invested in those vehi-
cles and with that comes a lot ofresponsibil-
ity. He rents out his vehicles all the time. He 
promotes as ITmch as he can, generally with 
advertisement and word of month. 
Timmy Strader, employee at Presidential 
Limousine, has worked for Bixler for over a 
year. 
"Ray is an excellent boss, he is responsi-
ble, reasonable, and fair," Strader said. 
~trader said that he also knows that he 'is a 
very flexible manager. 
As of right now, Ray said that he does not 
really know wbat his future holds. He knows 
whatever it is it will be full of success and on 
his own terms. Contact Ray Bixler at (636) 
451-3600 to rent a Presidential Limousine. Alumnus Ray Bixler poses in front of a limousine from hil5 business. 
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. EX,hibit ,focuses , on text and images 
BY MELISsA MCCRARY 
p ---" Features Editor 
It "Sentences," a new exhibit at UM-
St. Louis's Gallery 210, displays the 
unique artistic talents of well-known 
Chicago photographer Jane Calvin. 
This exhibit, which features 24 dif-
ferent photomontages, ope~ed on Jan. 
13. • 
~ Some might wonder what makes 
these photos so distinctive. 
To create her work, Calvin begins 
by assembling and arranging a variety 
of materials and antique pieces to 
design the background of her photos. 
Once she selects the items that she will 
+ use, she forms layers with mUltiple 
slide projections Of writing and 
images. She uses straight photography 
as the last step to capture her installa-
tions. 
~ 
This long process results in photos 
that capture many things and tell dif-
ferent stories all at once. 
Viewers might have different inter-
pretations of eaCh piece. With the 
assortment of shapes, bright colors and 
sentences, the photos attract the ·atten-
tion of their audience. The layering of 
images creates a 3-D look for viewers. 
The press release distributed .at the 
* gallery reports that although her work 
may appear to be the result of masking 
and manipulating negatives in the . 
darkroom or the application of digital 
technology in selecting and construct-
ing images on a computer screen, there 
is no darkroom or digital trickery to 
these pieces of art. 
Terry Suhre, Director of Gallery 
210, said it was difficult to find just 
one photomontage that he likes the 
best. 
"Her use of rich color and the 
evocative and sensual aspect of her 
work is very appealing. I like the 
sculptural approach she takes to mak-
ing her photographs," Suhre said. ''Her · 
photographs are an additive process 
rather than the more conventional 
selective approach used by most pho-
tographers." 
Calvin's photos make viewers look 
deeper into the vertical and horizontal 
spaces to realize how place, time and 
text overlap in the real world. 
By combining the text and penlight 
drawings, Calvin is able to address 
social and political conditions which 
are not always visible to the naked eye. 
"A major strength of her art, I feel, 
is her themes regarding gender and 
how women are presented in a con-
temporary society," Suhre said. '1bis 
idea is consistently well-stated giving 
the exhibition a strong sense of unity 
and purpose." 
Some of the pieces include 
"Shadow of the Blues," 
''Divergences ,'' "Language into 
Silence,". "It Is As If' and 
'Transformations." 
Butterflies, cartoon characters, 
sirens, puppets, tarot card readers, city 
signs, women, angels, and sentences 
give a fresh outlook to her work. 
When most people visit the eXhibi-
tion, they are immediately drawn the 
master display piece, ''Harmonious.'' . 
This piece consists of text projec-
tion, mixed media, variable sizes, 
black/neon light, clothes, wires, chain-
saw blades and words. 
Katie Anderson, senior, psycholo-
gy, explained why she likes 
''Harmonious.'' 
"I like it because it is the process. It 
is amazing. It shows how she puts all 
of the elements and images together to 
create her work," Anderson said. 
"Sentences" will run until Feb. 12, 
and is open Tuesdays through 
Saturdays from 11 a.m. until 5 p.m. at 
Gallery 210, which is located next to 
the UM-St. Louis Police Station. 
~ ~~~--~--~=-----------------~~------~. ~ 
Katherine Rodway, senior, art history, scrutinizes an interesting 
piece from Jane Calvin's exhibition "Sentences," which is displayed 
at the Gallery 210, located next to the campus police station. 
RIGHT: 
Junior anthropology major, Stacey Beckenholdt, junior, anthropolo-
gy (far left), and Rodway examine the latest Gallery 210 exhibit. 
· STAT supports athletics, encourages involvement 
Kevin Ottley! The CUTTfmi 
Members of the Students Today Alumni Tomorrow (STAT) organization cheer the Rivermen on during . 
UM-St. Louis' game against Quincy on Thursday night. STAT gave out a number of UM-St. Louis 
memorabilia and t-shirts during the game in an effort to raise school spirit. The organization current~ 
Iy has about 60 members and hopes to recruit more this year. 
~ Enhancing the exterior 
PI·astic surgery popularity 
'. grow s among Americans 
, The price of, 
~ 
beauty 
Breast $3,375 Augmentation 
Buttock Lift $3,354 
• Cheek Implant $2,083 
Facelift $5,283 
Liposuction $2,224 
.. Nose Reshaping $3,188 
Tummy Tuck $4,641 
Botox Injection $376 
f , 
Laser Hair $429 
Removal 
Collagen Injection $373 
~ Breast Lift $3,857 
2003 National Total 
$8,366,085,999 
11' lnfonnatioll from plasticsurgery.org 
BY MAEGHAN BROWN 
Staff Writer 
Like a payment on a car, the aver-
age person can make a payment on 
new breasts or a new nose. However, 
unli ke a car which can be repossessed 
after the lack of payment; plastic sur-
geons are not able to knock on a front 
door and demand that the goods be 
returned. 
America is becoming more attrac-
tive, and not necessarily through 
genetics. Medical advancements in 
plastic surgery have given patients a 
world of new options. 
Numerous forms of plastic 
surgery exist, including arm lifts, but-
tock lifts, chin augmentations, breast 
reductions, tummy tucks, lip 
enhancements and forehead lifts. 
Botox injections, cellulite treatments, 
chemical peels, laser hair ' removal, 
. laser skin resurfacing, microder-
mabrasion, laceration repairs and 
microsurgeries are a few other proce-
dures . intended to enhance physical 
appearance. 
According to plasticsurgery.org, 
254,140 women received breast aug-
mentations in 2003, 12,112 people 
received cheek implants, 128,667 
received facelifts and 320,022 
received liposuction. 
Sarah Denson, former UM-St. 
Louis student, now a nurse at Bames-
Jewish Hospital, described why most 
people undergo plastic surgery. 
"Many people get plastic surgery 
for medical reasons, like a breast 
reduction or reconstruction on an arm 
from a car accident." Denson said. "A 
person can benefit from plastic 
surgery emotionally and physically." 
According to the American 
Society for Aesthetic Plastic Surgery, 
patients who undergo a breast reduc-
tion seek relief from the pain caused 
by large breasts. Sometimes insur-
ance. companies will cover the 
surgery since it is not necessarily cos-
metic. 
For the most part, insurance com-
panies do not consider breast 
enhancement as a medical improve-
ment, since the surgery does not help 
the patient physically. 
With plastic surgery comes possi-
ble health risks and dangers. A report 
from the National Research Center . 
for Women and Families indicate.d 
that some government studies have 
raised new concerns about the safety 
of silicone and saline breast implants. 
. The report states that women with 
leaking silicone breast implants are 
more likely to have several painful 
and potentially fatal autoimmune dis-
eases or related illnesses. 
Many new television shows pro-
mote plastic surgery to American 
viewers. . Shows such as "I want a 
Famous Face" and "Extreme 
Makeover" encourage Americans to 
change the way they look. Beauty 
pageants also encourage interest in 
cosmetic surgery. 'The Swan," 
another reality television show, takes 
average women and changes their 
appearance to make them into 
"bomb shells." 
Physical enhancement surgery 
comes with risks. The patient is put 
under anesthetic and is also advised 
to follow doctor's orders during 
recovery. Complications can arise 
with any surgery. Breast, chin and 
cheek implants can fall or cause the 
body ' to reject the implant itself. 
Bruising and swelling usually occur 
after the surgery. 
see PLASTIC SURGERY, page 12 
BY M ELISSA M CCRARY 
Features Editor 
After graduation, the UM-St. 
Louis Alumni Association invites stu-
dents to take post-degree involve-
ment with the University. One student 
organization is on a mission to bridge 
the gap between students and gradu-
ates. 
Students Today Alumni 
Tomonow. founded in 2002, was 
designed to keep students connected 
and involved with the Alumni 
Association and the UM-St Louis 
community. 
Amanda LaPlante. STAT and 
AlumNet Mentoring advi or. 
described the purpose of the organi-
zation. 
"STAT was established to cultivate 
an appreciation and life-long affilia-
tion for UM-St Louis by building tra-
ditions and increasing morale among 
the student body " she said. "We work 
to enhance student involvement with 
the. Alumni Association and the 
UMSL community through network-
ing opportullitie , volunteer ervice 
and aluITUli-to-student mentoring." 
\. 
With the Alum-Net mentOI1ng, 
students can receive help in finding 
jobs or careers after they graduate. 
Along with participating in com-
munity service projects and staying 
conrrected with the Alumni 
Association, members act as ambas-
sadors to direct guests at special 
events on campus, assist University 
Relations and help plan certain 
events. 
STAT created the Red and Gold 
Zone at campus athletic events . 
which awards students who wear red 
and gold w ith prizes at home games. 
LaPlante said that tbis organiza-
tion !rives student members opportu-
nitie to build their reswne. through 
service and make connections in their 
fields of interest. 
STAT eunently has around 60 
members . and the organization is 
continuing to grow. 
"We need leadership from our 
members to ere·ate new can1pus tradi-
tion and STAT span ored social 
events, to find creative ways to boost 
attendan e at athletic events and to 
bui ld stronger alliances with alumni 
leaders in this area," LaPlante said. 
"You also receive letters of recom-
mendation for being an active mem-
ber, a free gift pack and a student 
membership with the Alumni 
Association." 
Members of STAT also receive the 
Alumni newsletter and have the 
chance to be featured as a student pro-
file within the newsletter. 
This organization has planned sev-
eral upcoming events, including tail-
gating, Red and Gold Zone at the 
men's basketball games, 
Homecoming activities and Alumni 
Day on Feb. 12. 
D Andre Braddix, sophomore, 
criminology, and president of STAT, 
aid that this organization has urner-
ous benefits for its members. 
'There are great networking possi-
bilitie and opportunities and the 
group helps to give the school more 
spirit," Braddix said. 
STAT welcomes new students 
throughout the year. To become a 
member, interested students can stop 
by the STAT cubicle in the Office of 
Student Life, fill out an application 
and set up an interview with 
LaPlante . . 
Audible art 
at Visio 
LEFl: 
Ruth Ellen Kocher reads poetry from 
her published collection, 'When the 
Moon Knows You're Wandering' last 
Thursday afternoon. The event, called 
'Visual Poet ry: Celebrating Women in 
the Arts,' took place in Gallery Visio and 
featured members of UM-St. Louis staff. 
BELOW: 
Associat e Professor in the English 
Department , Mary Troy, reads from her 
collection of poems called 'Cookie Lily.' 
'Visual Poet ry' was part of UM-St. Louis' 
'Women ·n the Arts' series. 
Photos by Kevin Ottleyl I1Je C'II7-erll 
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Upcoming? 
Men's 
Basketball 
Jan. 27 
• vs. Kentucky 
Wesleyan 
7:30 p.m. 
Jan.29 
• vs. Bellarmine 
7:30 p.m. 
Feb. 3 
• vs. Indianapolis 
7:30 p.m. 
Women's 
Basketball 
Jan.24 
• at Oakland City 
7:00 p.m. 
Jan. 27· 
• vs. Kentucky 
. Wesleyan 
5:30pm 
Feb 8 
• vs. Bellarmine 
1:00 p.m. 
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Kevin Ottleyl The Cumml 
River,,;;omen point guard Courtney Watts drives the base line in an attempt to get to the ring and score again for her team. Unfortunately, Watts' game high 15 points 
were not enough for UNiSL to claim victory. 
Riverwomen struggle through conference losses 
BY .JAMES DAUGHERTY 
Sports Editor 
The UM-St. Lolli. women's bas-
ketball team suffered three consecu-
tive losses recently. The firs t two 
came in a grueling road trip to 
WiscOIlsin and lilinois on Jan. 13 
and 15, and the third came here at 
home against Quincy University on 
Jan. 18. In each game the 
Riverwomen had at least five more 
turnovers than their opponents. 
Coach Lee Buchanan remarked on 
the team's weakne es, "We're hav-
ing trouble putting the ball in the 
hole right now. That would urn up 
all three losses. Since we aren't scor-
ing we are playing twice as hard on 
defense, which in turn hurts our 
offense because we get tired and 
sluggish," he said. 
The first game was a 69-43 loss 
to Wisconsin-Parkside. The Rangers done. The Riverwomen were led by 
made a couple of runs to start the Kali Birkey with 11 points. 
game and get a quick lea<i The fiJst On Jan. 15 the Riverwomen trav-
wa a 13-2 lead, in which the eled from Wisconsin to Romeoville, 
Riverwomen amassed eight Ill. to play the Lewis Ayers. The 
turnovers on lO possessions. game started out closely contested. 
Afterwards the team settled down tied at 7-7. Lev .. is grabbed a 12-ll 
some and cut the lead to eight, 20- lead with 10 minutes to play in the 
12. with 11 minutes left to play in fu t halt~ then went on a 9-2 run to 
the half. The comeback was short- go up 21-13. The Riverwomen got a 
lived. The Rangers went on a 25-5 three-pointer from Courtney Watts 
run to close theohalf:an,d take a:43-19 ~ >!IIlda jwnper by LeslieR.1cker to cut 
lead. the lead to three, and entered half-
In the second half the Rangers time trailing 32-28. 
never looked back. They extended The Riverwomen got the lead on 
their lead to 29 before the a short 5-0 run to start the second 
Riverwomen made a small 12-3 run half, but then the dry spells that 
to bring the lead back into the teens. often haunt the Riverwomen 
The Riverwomen stayed within 18 returned. Lewis went on a 13-0 run 
points until nine minutes remained over the next five minutes, as the 
in the game, then the Rangers blew Riverwomen missed 11 consecutive 
the lead back open and led by as attempts. 
many as 28 before it was all said and 
see R-WOMEN B-BALL, page 9 
WankersUnited forced to change 
team name; student files complaint 
Photo courtesy Rec sports 
Rec Sports soccer team 'Wankers United' had to find a·new name after officials found out that the 
word 'wanker' is a derogatory Scottish slang term. The,team's name was to 'XXX United' after 
members did not choose to provide an alternate one. 
BY D AVE SECKMAN 
Staff Writer 
In a recent domestic dispute, 
issues concerning the team name 
of one of the Campus Recreation 
sports champions became a prob-
lem. Complaints have been filing 
into the Rec sp0l1s department 
over the name of the Rec sports 
indoor soccer champions, . 
"Wankers United." 
A few faculty members and stu-
dents' complaints have forced a 
sudden change in tpe team's name. 
According to the complaints, the 
name refers to a derogatory 
Scottish slang term that the stu-
dents and faculty members found 
offensive and felt was inappropri-
ate in a clean University setting. 
Frustrated Wankers United 
team member and captain Francis 
Lam, who has led the team to con-
secutive undefeated seasons, gave 
his thoughts on the dispute . "This 
is an outrage; to think that you 
can't even name your own Rec 
sports team these days is unbeliev-
able," Lam said. "We have a right 
as Rec sports participants to be 
able to name our team as we want, 
just as anyone else does." 
This is the first time in Campus 
Recreation sports history that this 
has been a problem and it is also 
the ftrst time in the short history 
of the University that the students 
and faculty have simultaneously 
complained about a . Campus 
Recreation intramural team name. 
Campus Recreation sports 
coordinator l?am Steinmetz com-
merited on the situation. "We were 
totally unprepared for this situa-
tion, I have heard of things like 
this, but it really caught us by sur-
prise," Steinmetz said. "It was 
something that I thought I would 
never have to see while I was here, 
but when it came down to it, we 
decided that a change had to be 
made." 
Officially the ruling required 
the team name to be changed. The 
official Campus Recreation sports 
web site now has the team listed 
as XXX United) due to the team's 
disregard of the issue and choice 
not to come up with another name. 
UMSL shooting guard Crystal Lambert drains another field goal 
despite close defense from Quincy's Jenny Wisser (20). 
Lauer appointed 
v-ball head coach 
BY DAVE SECKMAN 
Staff Writer 
The Riverwomen volleyball 
team has fInally gotten the coach 
they wanted. Interim coach Josh 
Lauer was named as the official 
head coach just this past semester. 
Lauer is the type of coach that any 
team would want, but he is espe-
cially valuable to the Riverwomen 
because he brings the kind of 
enthusiasm and intensity they need 
right now. 
Freshman Heather Nichols 
commented on the team's new 
coach. "I think he is an incredible 
coach. He has a great background 
in coaching, and with that he 
should be able to build a very good 
program for us in the near future," 
she said. 
Just this past season, Lauer was' 
some time now. With his good atti-
tude, he should be able to bring the ./) 
team to where they need to be," 
Sak said. 
Lauer's background 1s one that 
shows his true talent and mentality. 
Lauer has been the head coach for 
the St. Louis CYC Volleyball Club 
since 1999 and has helped it ~ 
become one of the top volleyball 
clubs In the country. He served as a 
coach primarily with high school 
aged athletes in the past. He served 
as the head coach for the 16 and 
under level teams . 
During his tenure as coach, his ., 
teams have finished in the top five 
regionally 
every year 
and · attended 
the · USAV 
Nationals in 
both Open 
and Club ·lItl 
hired as the intel1m head coach for Josh Lauer 
divisions. 
Lauer has 
coached 
the Riverwomen less than one · VOueyballHead Coach numerous players who 
week before the start of practice. 
With so little time to work with his 
team Lauer made the best of it as 
he guided. the team to a 9-17 record 
on the year and a ninth-place finish 
in the Great Lakes Valley 
Conference. This was the team's 
best finish since the 2002 season. 
Lauer also had one player earn all-
conference honors this past year, as 
freshman Claudia Medina was 
named a second team allcconfer-
ence selection. 
Senior Daria Sak spoke highly 
about coach Lauer. "He is going to 
be great for thi.s program. Coach 
Lauer will be able to bring in a lot 
of local talent to help the team, 
which is something that has been 
absent from the program for quite 
have gone on 
to play college volleyball at the .jI) 
NCAA Division I, Division II and 
Division III levels . 
As a student Lauer graduated 
from Washington University - St. 
Louis with a Bachelor of Arts in 
Chemistry and a minor in religious 
studies. He also currently works as 
a senior research technician at 
Washington University - SI. Louis 
in the School of Medicine 
Department. Lauer is a certifIed 
volleyball official, having worked 
at the high school and collegiate 
levels, and for the USAV Junior 
Nationals. Look for the 
R'iverwomen to make vast 
improvements over ·the next few. 
seasons. 
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Rivernien's three-game winning streak is broken 
BY DAVE SECKMAN 
Staff Writer 
The UM-St. Louis men's basket-
ball team recently had a string of 
three wins, including two conference 
victories on the ' road: snapped at 
home by Quincy University. Despite 
the recent loss, the Rivermen were 
able to move up into the ninth spot in 
-GLVC standings, just one shy of the 
conference tournament. Coach Chris 
PUZ has been excited about the team's 
success: "We are playing a lot better. 
We had a good road swing and a 
good home game on Tuesday. The 
game Thursday was against a good 
team, they made less mistakes than 
us. The really positive thing though is 
that we had a really nice crowd, they 
helped us make a couple of come-
backs. They were energe.tic and lOUd, 
and we appreciate them." The games 
left the team's record at5-11 on the 
year. 
On Jan. 15 the Rivermenfollowed 
their win against Wisonsin-Parkside 
with a 76-74 win over Lewis 
University. Forwards Jonathan 
Griffin and Aaron Green got the team 
off to a quick staJ.t. Each hit two 
three-pointers a piece to start the 
team off to a 20-8 lead in the first 
eight minutes of the game. After 
Lewis closed the gap to 22-17, 
Griffin · struck yet again from behind 
the arc, hitting consecutive three-
pointers to give the Rivermen an 11 
point lead. The Flyers mounted an S-
2 run to cut the lead to 32-27, but the 
Rivermen managed to keep the five -
oint lead, 40-35, going into the half. 
Lewis staJ.ted the second half on a 
7 -2 run to tie the game at 46, and then 
grabbed their first lead of the game, 
50-48. Three-pointers again dug the 
Rivermen out of a hole. Tim Guerin 
and Joey Paul both knocked down 
three-pointers to give the Rivermen a 
55-51 lead. The Rivermen did not 
lose the lead again. They pushed it to 
as much as eight with 4:25 remain-
ing, then made sure to rut their free-
throws to keep the lead. The team 
made 25-26 free-throws and held off 
a late Lewis charge for the 46-44 
win. The team was led by Griffin, 
who had 20 points including 4-7 
from three-point range. Green added 
10 and shot an incredible 7 % ,fr{)m 
the field. 
The Lev,is "'in was followed with 
a home victory on Jan. IS against 
Robert Morris College. If nothing 
else, this game was simply { a 
Kevin Ottleyl The Curren1 
Freshman forward David Ward lays up the basketball to add two 
more points to the Rivermen's overall score. The Rivermen 
were defeated Thur:;;day night by the Hawks of Quincy. 
I 
blowout, as the Rivermen won it 90-
65. The first half, however, started 
out fairly even. Robert Morris was 
only behind 17-15 after trading bas-
kets and leads for the first 14 minutes 
of the game. Then the Rivemlen 
went on a tear. An offensive rebound 
and subsequent jumper by David 
Ward ignited a 13-2 run over the next 
four minutes for the Rivermen. With 
just two minutes to play in the half 
Robert Morris was only able to cut 
the lead to ten. 
The second half was much the 
same as the first. The Rivermen kept 
at least a 10 point lead for the first 10 . 
minutes of the half, then went on 
another big run. With the score 48-36 
the Riverrnen managed to dominate 
in the paint \',lith Green, Ward, Ike 
Attah, and Darrell Minner, to make a 
10-2 run and extend the lead to 20 
points. Robert Morris did not cut the 
deficit any lower than 16 the rest of 
the way. The Rivermen were led by 
Green with 21 points and 10 
rebounds. 
The next home game for the 
Rivemlen did not go nearly as well, 
even though they were playing in 
front of the largest crowd of the sea-
son. On Jan. 20 the Rivermen lost a 
fiercely contended game to Quincy 
University, 87-76. The game started 
out all Quincy. The Hawks seemed 
all but invincible the first five min-
utes of . game. They opened with a 
missed three-point attempt, only to 
have their center, 6'9", 265 lb. Phil 
Gettinger, pull down the rebound and 
give them a second chance~which 
they made. Gettinger had an assist 
the . next trip down the floor, then 
another offensive rebound after his 
team drained another three-pointer. 
The center was giving the Rivermen 
fits in the beginning of the game as 
the Hawks grabbed a 15-6 lead. 
Rivermen center David Ward com-
mented on the difficulties of the 
game, "They played a little bit hard-
er, set good screens, and got their 
shooters open," he said. Although 
Quincy was playing almost flawless-
ly the Rivermen held their compo-
sure until they could make their own 
run. Ward and Minner combined for 
six points in the paint and Sherome 
Cole hit a three-pointer to tie the 
game at 15. for the Rivermen. The 
Hawks then went on their own 9-0 
run to reestablish their lead 24-15. 
Minner kept the Riverrnen chipping 
away at the lead with an assortment 
of lay-ups and offensive rebounds, 
and with 3:26 left in the half another 
three-pointer by Cole cut the lead to 
five, 36-3l. Quincy went into half-
time with a 42-36 lead. 
If the first half was up and down, 
then the second half was a roller 
coaster ride. Seven minutes in the 
Hawks pushed their lead all the way 
to 16. Over the next four minutes the 
Rivermen went on a 15-2 run, 
sparked by an assist and then lay-up 
by Griffin and ended with a lay-up by 
Griffin, cutting the lead to 61-58. The 
lead stayed at three until there w as . 
just seven minutes left in the game. 
and then it all fell apart. Quincy went 
on a l3-1 run over the next four min-
utes to all b t capture the game. The 
Rivermen would not get within nine 
Kevin Ottleyl The CWTen 
Forward Aaron Green protects the ball from any possible turnover during action in the UMSL-
Quincy game last thursday night. 
tJ reSt of way. Griffin led the 
team with 18 points followed by 
Minner who totaled 15 point" and 11 
rebounds. 
Griffin commented on the losing 
effOIt. "We are playing the best bas-
ketbaU of the whole season. We are 
starting to gel together, to connect. 
We will just try to win the next game 
and get back on top again. Everyone 
is trying to make the right play, look-
ing for the open man. Guys aren't 
afraid to shoot the baU because the 
know the whole team is behin 
them," he said. 
The Rivermen will be in action 3 
home on Jan. 27 against Kentuck: 
Wesleyan. 
.- .--.----.. ---------
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Members of 
the High 
Impact 
Squad rile 
up the 
crowd as 
one member 
goes airborn 
to perform 
another 
impressive 
dunk. The 
perfor-
mance took 
place during 
halftime of 
the men's 
basketball 
game last 
Thursday 
night and 
was well-
received. 
High Impact Squad lures big crowd 
BY DAVE SECKMAN 
--StajfW11"ter 
The UM-St. Louis Rivermen 
basketball team played their Jan.lS 
game against Quincy in front of the 
largest crowd the university has seen 
this season. According to Todd 
Addington, Sports Information 
Director' for UM-St. Louis, the 
turnout was approximately 720. He 
felt there were several factors for the 
higher nUDlbers: "I think the turnout 
was higher this time because the 
team was on a three game winning 
streak going in. Another reason 
could be that we were playing 
Quincy and we always draw bigger 
numbers in every sport because of 
the rivalry. The third reason is that 
the High Impact Squad perfomled. 
That seemed to bring out more stu-
dents, especially from the STAT 
[Students Today Alumni Toman'ow] 
group," Addington said. 
While a crowd of 720 is not a 
huge turnout in college sports, it is 
much larger than the typical UM-St. 
Louis crowd of lS0-200. The previ-
ous record for the season was 428, 
set on Nov. 23 <igainst Harris-Stowe 
College, an intra-city rival. Jerry 
Burrell, captain of the High Impact 
Squad that performed their "acro-
dunks" at halftime, enjoyed the 
crowd. "We've been all over the 
world doing this. I've been to four 
different continents and recently 
went on a trip to Cbina ... You know 
what? I can tell you that these 
crowds like you have here are so 
much more fun than l\lJ3A crowds. 
I'll take a crowd like this any day 
over an NBA crowd. It was electri-
fying to perfolm for everyone here," 
Burrell said. 
The larger numbers are what cur-
rent men's basketball Coach Chris 
Pilz has b~en asking for. Pilz has 
often mentions the days when he 
played in front of crowds of 2,000 
people and more, right here on cam-
pus in the Mark Twain Athletic . 
Center. "If we can get crowds of just 
400 or 500 a night here you'll see a 
big change. The crowd is like the 
sixth man, and with it we will be 
able to win those close games that 
can go either way," Pilz said. 
The Athletic Department aims to 
bring back the old days of 2,000 
fans at a game; Business Director 
Doug Boyer had a goal for that 
many at the Quincy game. Like the 
High Impact Squad, Boyer has 
another plan in mind to bring the 
community to see the basketball 
games. On Jan. 29 the gym is going 
to be filled with mascots from dif-
ferent sports teams all over the area. 
Professional mascots from a variety 
of sports will be featured, inclUding 
the NCAA's mascot, J.J. Jumper. 
The goal is to attract as many stu-
dents and members of the communi-
ty as possible to the school to see the 
upcoming game. If all goes well, the 
record of 720 will be broken. 
Golf prepares for Spring 
BY DAVE SECKMAN 
Staff Writer 
As the spring months are now right 
arollIld the corner, the men's golf team 
looks to s",ing into action. This season 
looks to be promising for the young 
teanl. They are going to be returning 
all five players from last season as well 
as making three new key additions to 
the team. 
New to the team tills season are 
three freshman recruit'>. Jacob Paul, 
Bryan Goers and Marcus Deckert will 
each look to add to the team tills sea-
son in hopes of returning the Ri vermen 
to the NCAA championships once 
again. 
Sophomore Diego Jimenez com-
mented on the upcoming season. "We 
are committed to trying to do well, but 
we still are a very young team and I 
think with the help of the coach we 
will be able to improve our game and 
mostly our scores. Hopefully our 
scores will be more consistent and that 
we can place higher in conference play 
this season," he said. 
The Rivermen have been out of 
foml the past two seasons as they have 
fallen off of the charts from their suc-
With 10 minutes left in the ganle 
the Riverwomen were down by 16. 
The Riverwomen finally got another 
run, this time outscoring Lewis 10-2 
and cutting the lead to eight, but in 
the end it did little good. The Flyers 
extended the lead to 14 points with 
just under two minutes left in the 
game. The Riverwomen were led by 
Crystal Lambert with 11 points. 
The third game of the 0-3 stretch 
carlle against the Quincy Hawks. 
The game was ugly from the get-go, 
as the Hawks applied merciless 
defensive pressure on the 
Riverwomen and capitalized on 
their turnovers to take a 79-S7 victo-
ry. The contest included S1 fouls 
and a total of 59 free throws 
between the two teams. Quincy got 
the fIrst run of the game while trail-
ing 8-6. The Flyers outscored the 
Riverwomen 13-2 over a five 
minute span to take a 19-10 lead, 
then extended it to 2S-14 with just 
cesses in the 2001 and 2002 seasons 
During those years the team went t( 
the NCAA championships both y= 
and placed in the top six in the confer 
ence. They also had an individual fin 
isher in the top ten at every toumamen 
in which they participated. which i: 
sometillng they have not been able t( 
do consistently since then. 
In the last two seasons thl 
Rivemien have had trouble closing thi 
deal on each tournament in which the) 
have participated. Just last fall the tean 
finished 19th out of a total of 20 team: 
at the NCAA regional qualifier, ani 
only managed to finish 14th out of l~ 
at the Drury Oassie. In 2003 the tean 
managed no better, with their be.s 
team finish coming at the MiSSOllI 
Southern Invitational where they fin 
ished 3rd and their top individual fin 
isher on the season only managed t( 
finish 9th. 
This season's team looks to abolisl 
last season's team record, and wit! 
new help coming the team is lookinj 
better with every swing. Look for thl 
Rivermen to come out firing at thl 
start of the season and to cany thl 
momentum throughout. 
two minutes to play in the half. Thl 
Riverwomen made a late rally to eu 
the lead to ten, but Quincy hit a las 
second shot to go into half-time UI 
34-22. 
The second half was never close 
The Hawks went on an 8-2 run t( 
take. a 21 point lead after the firs 
seven minutes, and then clung tight 
ly to it the rest of the way. In the sec 
ond half the teams combined for 4~ 
free throw attempts, but in the en( 
the Hawks kept their 22 point lea! 
in the 79-S7 victory. Player Leslii 
Allrich saw scoring as the mali 
problem, "We couldn't get it togeth 
er on defense and we couldn't score 
1 
But there are a lot more games lef 
and we're hoping to win most 0 
those," she said. The RiverwomeI 
were led by Watts with 15 point 
and Lambert with 14. 
The team will play next on Jan 
27 at home against Kentuck) 
Wesleyan. 
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Upscale 
'Pepper 
Lounge' 
makes killer 
martinis 
BY T ANA ROGERS 
Staff Writer 
Even with a bar immediately 
to the right, people entering The 
Pepper Lounge will undoubtedly 
notice its lush decor. Lamps 
shine green and red, alternately, 
near the ceiling and above the 
selection of top-shelf liquors. 
The Lounge opens at 9 p.m. 
nightly Wednesday through 
Sunday. Sunday is "Industry 
Night" with drink and shot spe-
cials. 
On a Saturday, there may not 
be cheap drinks, but the atmos-
phere is well worth the addition-
al couple bucks for drinks. Many 
young profes-
sionals visit 
this comfort-
able, well-
decorated bar. 
The dress is 
not formal, 
The 
Pepper 
Lounge 
Located 
but there are Downtown, at 
definitely no 2005 Locust 
sneakers, 
sweatshirts, dollar drinks or 
chugging which would immedi-
ately indicate "college bar." The 
Pepper Lounge ba.Jtenders make 
excellent martinis, and an eaves-
dropper would hear a number of 
people discussing careers or see 
them exchanging business cards. 
Upon entering, to the left, 
there are tables and an empty 
space that some customers use as 
a dance area when the back sec-
tion becomes crowded. A long 
hall leads to the back section of 
this restaurant by day, bar/club 
by night. Along the hallway, 
some patrons check their coats or 
duck into the bathrooms. Others 
wann the walls and/or socialize. 
Beyond this hall, the large back 
section beckons the majority of 
the crowd. 
The bar is along the left and 
some cozy U-shaped booths to 
the right. The booths are raised 
above floor level. Some people 
r.elax and sip their drinks. On the 
other hand, standing in a booth 
provides the perfect height to 
have a look at the entire group 
,that has gathered. Against the 
back wall, there is a VIP section, 
which is also raised. It is 
enclosed by a wooden railing 
where some dancers rest their 
drinks because tbe dance floor is 
right in front of the VIP section. 
Beside the busy dance floor is 
the DJ booth and a small stage. 
The stage is not tall enough to 
see PEPPER LOUNGE, page 11 
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Musician Tommy Martin enchants his audience with the music from his Irish Uillean Pipes. During 
his performance Martin described his instrument and the difference between it and the more 
renowned Highland bagpipes of Scotland. 
RIGHT: 
This young lad is 
hoisted by his 
mother in order 
to get a better 
look at the musi-
cian playing the 
wonderful music. 
Tommy Martin 
was a feature 
Irish music per-
former in the 
music building 
last Thursday. ' 
January 24, 200S 
Master Irish piper 
entertains and 
educates at concert 
BY ALBERTO PATINO 
Staff Writer 
For the European folk music lay-
man, it would be rather difficult to 
make the distinction between the bag-
pipes of Scotland and the Uilleann 
pipes of Ireland. It would be equally 
difficult for him to tell the difference 
musically between a 'reel', 'air', or a 
'lalTIent'. Thankfully experts and the 
uninitiated ilike were lJ:eated to a live-
then Martin quickly stirred the audi-
ence with beautifully sync;;opated 
tunes, including "Leg of the Duck" , 
"FoUr Knots", "Maple Leaf' and 
"Blackbird". Certain red-haired ladies 
in the audience could hardly control 
the tapping of their feet in unison with 
Martin's time-keeping heel stomp, 
marking the pulse for his lively, 
though sometimes hauntingly 
midieval-sounding songs. 
There were certain moments· of 
contemplation over the sad-yet-oh-so-
ly and informative 
free concert by 
Dublin uilleann 
pipes player 
--"--
pretty ululating of 
his drones, but all 
were certainly 
consoled by the 
Tommy Martin in 
the Music There were certain 
alternately fun, 
flitting, scatting 
notes of the 
chanter. 
Building on 
January 20. 
The charismat-
ic Martin indulged 
his audience, giv-
ing a thorough 
explanation of the 
pipes, as well as 
moments of con-
templation over 
the sad-yet-oh-so-
pretty ululating of 
his drones .•. 
As an added 
treat, Martin 
played a couple of ' 
short tunes with 
the irish penny-
whistle. The 
their individual 
parts and func-
tions. 
--,,-- sweetly high pitched songs he 
played were a 
The Uilleann 
pipes (pronounced "ILL en" in 
Gaelic) typically consist of a chanter, 
a set of drones, regulators, and a bag. 
The piper rhythmically compresses 
the bag, pushing fixed drone notes 
through the pipes, and using the 
chanter and regulators to play melodic 
lines. The melodies are played simul-
taneously with the drones, making an 
alluring and hypnotic juxtaposition of 
SOlllld. 
Martin explained that Uilleann 
pipes originated in 1700s Ireland, and 
that their songs were passed on 
through strong oral tradition, often 
lending themselves to unique rendi-
tions. They often marked Ireland's 
tragic past (in laments), but also Joy 
and jocosity (in airs and jigs). Often a 
vital element at celebrations, pipes 
players would be instructed to play 
until the dancers were exhausted. 
Brief questions were answered, 
welcome addition 
to the set of pipes classics. 
Martin closed with ''The Fox 
Chase" . This was a prime example of 
involved Irish folk music, sonically 
suggesting a hunter family's heated 
pursuit of a "red dog." Martin por-
trayed this vividly, as with closed eyes 
you could hear the progression from 
the initial trumpet call, to frenzied 
horsys and dogs, to the chaotic chase 
through fields and forest, finally the 
riotous cornering of the fox. 
Martin truly gave a lovely musical 
perfonnance, and there will be more 
great Irish music to come. 
This concert was presented as part 
of the Center for International Studies' 
'Irish Music Today' prograrrL 
The next Irish music concert will 
feature inventive acoustic group 
Lunasa, who will perform at 8 p.m. on 
Friday, March 18 at the Blanche M. 
Touhill Perfomting Arts Center. 
UPCOMING IRISH CONCERTS 
• Friday, March 18, 12:30 p.m. at the PAC, Lee Theater. 
Llinasa - Internationally-acclaimed Irish Folk Mosie 
Ensemble as part of the International Performing Arts con-
cert series. $15/$7 with UMSL ID. 
• Thursday, April 7, 2005, 12:30 p.m. in 205 Music Bldg. 
Tommy Peoples, Irish Folk Composer Concert 
of Donegal Fiddle Music. Free concert. 
Less is more in the Rep's 'Stones in His Pockets' 
BY CATHERIN E MARQUIS-
HOMEYER 
A&E Editor 
• In "Stones in His Pockets," the 
award-winning British comedy now 
playing at the Repertory Theater of St. 
Louis, a small rural Irish town copes 
with an army of Hollywood types who 
have descended on their spot of 
Ireland to make a movie. The central 
focus of this culture-clash comedy 
about Hollywood dreams is the 
friendship that develops between a 
pair of Irishmen hired as extras on the 
film. There is also a temperamental 
starlet who can't master the accent, a 
demanding assistant director and his 
California-girl assistant, the director, a 
town of people as starry-eyed extras 
and "the last surviving Irish extra" 
from the John Wayne movie, ''The 
Quiet Man." 
There is something else that makes 
this play different. All these characters 
are played by just two actors, Joe 
Hickey and Timothy McCracken, 
\\'ith a minimum of props and essen-
tially no costume changes. They work 
on a stage that is bare except for a 
wardrobe trunk and a pair of folding 
stools. The semicircular stage is sur-
rounded by pairs of shoes, of various 
types, all neatly lined up with toes 
pointed outward to th.e audience. 
There is a painted backdrop of the 
Irish countryside and a pair of rolling 
wardrobe racks filled with costumes is 
suspended over one side of the stage. 
That's it. The two actors create 
their characters with the taking off or 
addition of jackets or caps - the SalTIe , 
ones, not an endless variety, and with 
the use of the three simple props. 
Mostly they create the characters 
through changes in posture, voice, and 
manner, and turn the props into a bar, 
a desk, and a variety of locations. 
Yet, each character is clearly drawn 
and distinct, and once introduced, you 
recognize the re-appearance of each. 
The antics of. the actors to create the 
entire cast of characters are part of the 
humor of this delicious and biting 
satire of Hollywood dr~arns , in a dis-
tant land. 
'Stones 
in His 
Pockets' 
At the 
Repertory 
Theater of St. 
Louis 
Thru Feb. 5 
The actors are 
always in motion 
in this energetic, 
highly entertain-
ing play, Their 
boundless energy 
as they spin 
around to trans-
form themselves 
into one charac-
ter after another 
is sure to inspire 
admiration for 
their stami na as 
much as their acting skill. At first, the 
star-struck locals in rural Irish County 
Kerry; most of whom have been draft-
ed as extras, bounce excitedly . 
between the catering wagon, 
wardrobe tent and shooting location of 
the big Hollywood historic dralTIa · 
'The Quiet Valley," gleefully adopting 
the jargon of the movie people and 
delighted to have the extra paychecks. 
The local characters include old 
Mickey (McCracken), "the last sur-
viving Irish extra" from the John 
Wayne movie ''The Quiet Man," as he 
Photo by Jerry Naunheim, Jr. 
Timothy McCracken (left) and Joe Hickey star In the Repertory Theater performance of the play 
"Stones in His Pockets" through Feb. 5. 
proudly infonns the other extras. On 
the Hollywood side, there are a direc-
tor, an assistant director, and of 
course, the star, Caroline Giovanlli 
(Hickey) who struggles to imitate an 
Irish accent The comedic tone of ihe 
first half gives way to more dramatic 
shades, as dramatic events in the Irish 
village overshadow the fictional 
dralTIa of ' the movie. 
Jake (McCracken) and Charlie 
(Hickey) are two extras who are the 
main characters, whose developing 
friendship is ' the basic frame of the 
story. Jake is from the local village, 
caught up in' the star-struck feeling 
that has gripped the whole town, and 
Charlie is a fonner video store owner 
. ____ NN N _____ __ _____ _ 
see REPERTO~Y. page 11 
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War is hell, but love is an in 'AVery Long Engagement' 
BY CATHERINE MARQUIS-
HOMEYER 
A&T Ediior 
"A Very LonKEngagement" is one 
of those oh-so-rare films that smoothly 
combines all the eleme)lts of an excep-
tional film. It features a compelling 
story with deeper meaning skillfully 
told in a visually dynamic matter, com-
plete with memorable and moving act-
ing performances. It is the kind of film 
that sticks in your mind. By turns, iris 
a mystery, a big romantic drama, a bit 
of charmingly quirky comedy, and a 
comment On both the horror of war 
and the power of the human spirit to 
overcome all obstacles. 
Five French soldiers, weary of the 
ghastly trynches of World War I, are 
court-martialed under suspicious cir-
cumstances, after they are accused of . 
injuring themselves to earn release 
from the Army. They are transported to 
a muddy trench at the front and tossed 
into the no man's land between the 
armies. But then nO one knows· exact-
ly what becomes of them and they are 
declared dead officially. 
With the war over, Mathilde 
(Audrey Tautou), a detennined 19 year 
old young woman, sets out to find one 
of these men, Manech (Gaspard 
Ulliel), her fiance and childhood 
sweetheart, refusing to just accept the 
official story. Neither the concern of 
her aunt and uncle (Chantal Neuwirth 
and Dominique Pinon) who have 
raised her since her parents' deaths, 
nor the polio that affects her legs 
dampen her spirit and determination to 
Photo by Bruno Calvo 
Audrey Tautou, who became familiar to American audiences in 'Amelie,'stars in 'A Very Long Engagement.' The film is set during 
World War I and combines elements of mystery, a big romantic drama, a bit of charmingly quirky comedy, and a comment on both the 
horror of war anci the power of the human spirit to overcome all obstacles. 
find Manech, as she unravels the story 
to find the clues to a mystery. 
In "Amelie," French actress 
Audrey Tautou and director Jean-
PielTe Jeunet delivered candy-colored 
romantic comedy with quirky humor 
and a magical twist. They work magic 
again with the film, a darker mys-
tery/romance but with the same visual 
lushness and even a dash of Jeunet's 
signature quirky humor. 
"A Very Long Engagement," in 
French with English subtitles, is based 
on a bestselling book, but director Jean 
Pierre Jeunet has transformed it into a 
wholly cinematic creation. Like the 
director and star's previous collabora-
tion~ "Amelie," it is a sumptuously 
visual film but the bright colors of the 
earlier film are banished in favor of a 
grim and austere beauty. The film also 
does not shy away from sequences that 
show the devastation of war, some-
times in gut-wrenching reali.sm. Some 
. battle scenes might be too disturbing 
for some viewers but the ugliness of 
muddy trenches and the sudden vio-
lence are essential to the dramatic arc 
of the story. 
It is in the war sequences that the 
film has its most powerful visual 
impact. Scenes of a dirigible exploding 
in a fireball in a hangar being used as a 
hospital, or of a soldier tossing a 
grenade directly up in the air to hit a 
low-flying plane give the film a jaw-
dropping punch, as the scenes are both 
horrific and cinemagraphically stun-
ning. World War I was the first modern 
war, a horrific ordeal with enornlOUS 
casualties and chemical warfare. The 
unimaginable excesses of that war lead 
to the formation of the Geneva 
Convention rules that ban chemical 
weapons and other unconscionable 
practices. 
As Mathilde conducts her investi-
gation, we perioclically get visually 
dynamic flashbacks to the war. The 
cinematography is breathtaking, as the 
war is presented in an unblinking 
graphic style, but with a grave, photo-
graphic beauty, like Mathew Brady's 
Civil War photographs. The film is 
also filled with wonderful shots of 
graceful 1920s peliod beauty as we 
follow Mathilde on her quest. It is a 
film of powerful drama, yet retains an 
underlying thread of the odd humor 
that is Jeunet's signature style. 
Author's reading shares a lesson 
in Greek, Annenian history 
BY MELISSA MCCRARY 
Features Editor 
Thea Halo. author of "Not Even 
M Name " D~esented a lecture dis-(Jl IUiJ"'-· . \ 01 ., k 
CU,SSlD", ilie mearung of er boo ' 
and signed copies of her publication 
on Friday, Jan. 14 in Century Room 
C of the Millennium Student 
Center. 
Halo discussed how her book 
recounts the march of two million 
Pontic Greeks. and Armenians in 
Turkey after World War II. Halo 
said that she was inspired to write 
this book because of the tragedies in 
the life of her own mother, Sano 
Halo. The story shares how her 
mother was a survivor of the death 
mar·ch. 
"I was inspired to write 'Not 
Even My Narne' when I took my 
mother back to fiIid her home in 
Turkey, 7'0 years after her exile. 
When I stood on that land, for the 
fi rst time I could almost see the peo-
ple she had spoke to me about my 
entire life. For the first time her 
family and people and heritage 
became my family, people and her-
itage. That made me want to know 
aU the details of how they lived and 
died. I realized what an inlportant, 
poignant, inspiring story her life 
really was," Halo said. 
The death . march began after 
Turkish soldiers demanded Greeks, 
Armenians and Assyrians to leave 
their homes in the spring of 1920. 
While marching, the bodies of vic-
titns laid in the stl·eets, while others 
were slowly dying. 
The title of Halo's book, "Not 
Even My Name", refers to how her 
mother was sold into marriage at the 
age of 15 and was forced to change 
Frequent UM-St. Louis visitor, Mr. Michaelides reads intently 
before author, Thea Halo, begins her presentation. 
her name. 
"It took about seven years from 
the beginning of the writing to the 
published book. During those seven 
years I interviewed my mother and 
questioned her about her life and 
those of the other villagers. The 
experience was a catharsis for both 
of us, and I believe for many who 
read it. I'm told by many readers 
that 'Not Even My Name' helped 
them understand the scope of what 
took place in Turkey between 1914 
and 1923 because so often their own 
parents and grandparents were too 
traumatized to speak of their experi-
ences. I'm grateful my mother 
wanted to share her story. She want-
ed everyone to know," Halo said. 
Michael Cosmopoulos , professor 
of Greek Studies and Helhinic 
Gbvemment-Karakas Family, said 
Halo's mother, along with 3,000 
other Greeks, were forced to relo-
cate from where they lived and 
many. died from disease, malnutri-
tion and loss of energy. 
"Her mother was only nine-
years-old when she survived and 
escaped, but the rest of her family 
died. She came to the United States, 
married and had ten children, which 
one of them is the author of this 
book," Cosmopoulos said. 
The story of her mother and the 
other victims serves as an explana-
tion of how violence affected her 
life. 
Cosmopoulos said the personal 
arid touching story makes people 
realize how good they have it here 
and how blessed they are to live in a 
time and place with peace. 
This author ' s book-signing 
REPERTORY TH:EATER, from page 10 
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with a script and Hollywood 
ambitions. Charlie has stars in his 
eyes about the America he has never 
seen but Jake has recently returned 
from a couple years in. New York and 
knows it is not as easy as Charlie 
thinks. 
The story is engrossing and enter-
taining but just watching these . two 
actors create well-drawn characters 
.and whole crowds of characters in the 
minds of the audience with seeming-
ly equal ease is impressive in itself. 
Marie Jones' · bittersweet, satirist 
comedy was a long-running hit in 
London and elsewhere, and garnered 
London's Oliver Award for Best 
Comedy. The play runs through 
February 4 at the Rep, on the main 
stage of the Loretto-Hilton center on 
the Webster University campus, at 
130 Edgar Rd. in Webster Groves. 
Call 314 968-4925 or visit the web-
site www.repstl.org for more infor-
event was free and open to the pub-
lic. 
Terry Williams, coorclinator of 
the Center for International Studies , 
who also helped organize and plan 
this event, said there was a tremen-
dous, turnout. 
"Because so many people came, 
we had to open the next Century 
Room and set up more chairs for 
seating," Williams said. "Also, we 
had copies of her book for sale, 
which ended up selling out." 
mation. The play is fresh and clever, 
with real thought-provoking observa-
tions about people. ambitions, and 
what is really important in life, 
underlying the comedy. "Stones in 
His Pockets" is delightful entertain-
ment \vith plenty of sly, real life ideas 
to spark discussions afterwards. 
Over 150 people including stu-
dents, professors, faculty , staff, 
Chancellor Thomas George and 
leaders of the Greek community 
attended this event. 
Since the publication of her book 
and the beginning of her writing 
career, Halo has won numerous and 
prestigious awards like the James 
Emanuel Poetry Prize, the Ester 
Unger Poetry Prize, the Weinberg 
Excellence in Writing Award. the 
Reyne Prize in Creati.ve Writing, the 
Tautou is heroic and inspiring as 
the resourceful young woman, who 
relentlessly follows the meager clues 
because she can not inlagine her life 
without her love. The puzzle box plot 
is full of surprises and twists. We never 
know what may happen around the 
bends of this looping tale, as nothing, 
and no one, is what they appear to be 
at first glance. The mystery's puzzles 
are as intliguing as the heroine is 
uplifting. The fragments of the puzzle 
create a whole that is both a condem-
nation of the horrors of war and the 
power of love. 
It is so refreshingly delightful to 
watch a film that works on some many 
different levels. We are continually 
surprised by each plot twist and admire 
the determined character who will not 
rest until she knows what happened 
after that one day. 
Audrey Tautou proves that her past 
riveting performances in "Amelie" 
and in "Dirty Pretty Things" were no 
flukes, and that a clever mind works 
behind her beautiful face. This film is 
much dar·ker than the lovely "Arnelie" 
so that might limit its appeal for those 
who only want a repeat of "Arnelie's" 
frothy magic. This is magic of some-
what different kind, a sleight-of-hand 
film to warm the hearts of appreciators 
of well-made cinema arl. 111ehard 
look at the costs of war is a powelful 
subtext that deepens this tribute to end-
less love. This film has earned a top 
spot on many Top Ten lists of the best 
films of 2004, including mine, and 
may be the best foreign language film . 
of the year. 
LEFT: 
Author and 
Painter, 
Thea Halo, 
reads from 
her book, 
"Not Even 
My Name". 
The Friday 
night read-
ing took 
place in 
r.'I~C 
Century 
Room. 
Halo's book 
recounts the 
march of 
two million 
Pontic 
Greeks and 
Annenians 
in TUrkey 
after World 
War II. 
Alice B. Sellers Fund Pri ze, the 
Bennett Essay Prize and the 
American Hellenic Educational 
Progressive Association 2002 
Homer Award. Sano Halo also won 
the New York Governor' s Award for 
Excellence. 
Halo 's book signing and discus-
sion were sponsored by the Karakas 
Family Foundation Alliance for the 
Advancement of Hellenic Studie 
and the 
Studies. 
PEPPER LOUNGE, from page 10 
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encourage any "Girls Gone Wild" 
displays; it only reaches a few inch-
es above the ground. Nevertheless, 
the DJ keeps the dance floor packed 
all night with his spins of house and 
techno dance music. 
When the patrons get thirsty, 
there are two bars that serve them. 
The front bar, although shorter, has 
quicker service. Up front, two 
women and one man handle the rush 
of customers quickly and efficiently. 
In the back, however, the four or five 
women serve drinks rather slowly, at 
least to the female clientele. 
Pepper Lounge guests also have 
the option of entenng with a drink in 
hand. A server sells tall Red Bull and 
vodkas with a smile in the indoor 
porch area directly outside the 
entrance. 
The Pepper Lounge serves food 
Wednesdays through Sunday and 
serves late on Fliday and Saturday. 
The Lounge is downtown at 2005 
Locust Ave. Call them at (314) 241-
2005 for information. 
",""e.''''.'''.''.".I:II. 
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u SL ce eb ales li·le 
of Dr. King at PAC 
Variety of peformances, speakers 
pay fitting tribute to King . 
BY MELIQUE IC A MEADOWS 
StajfWriter 
The 2005 Martin Luther King Jr. 
holiday observance brought UM-St. 
Louis students and faculty together to 
celebrate the life of a man who 
changed the world. Monday's pro-
gr= was a fitting tribute to someone 
who ,vorked tirelessly for the equality 
of all people. 
The Master of Ceremonies for the 
event was KTfV Fox 2 Anchor and 
Reporter Rob Desir and featured spe-
cial performances by the UM-St. 
Louis Dance Repertory, the CaTI1eron 
Youth Chamber Orchestra and the 
String Orchestra from the Webster 
University Community Music 
School. 
After a powerful invocation by the 
Director of the Catholic Newman 
Center, Father Bill Kempf, Tiara 
Rooks, senior, music took the stage 
with Professor Robert Ray to perform 
two fitting selections. First was "Lift 
Every Voice and Sing," which is 
known as the Negro National Anthem 
and was written by James Weldon 
Johnson in 1899 with his brother, 
composer John R. Joh.11son. Next, 
Rooks sang ''My Country 'Tis of 
Thee." The audience stood during the 
performance of both numbers. 
A brief welcome from UM-St. 
Louis Chancellor Thomas George 
was followed by the first perfornlance 
of the Cameron Youth Chamber 
Orchestra. The MLK essay contest 
winners were announced next and 
first place winner Julia Gant read her 
essay to the audience. 
The Cameron Youth Chamber 
Orchestra performed another musical 
tribute to King. Under the direction of 
Donnie Jones, the orchestra per-
formed "Amazing Grace" along with 
the String Orchestra from the 
Comn1unity Music School of Webster 
University. M ary Lou Gotman direct-
ed the combined orchestras. 
The mission of the Cameron Youth 
Chamber Orchestra is to train and 
develop African American youth in 
the art of classical music periormance 
and to foster an appreciation fOf clas-
sical music within the African 
American cOIIllmmity. Founded in 
1993 by the late Kern Williams, teens 
between the ages of 13 and 18 from 
various St. Louis schools participate. 
Donnie Jones is currently serving as 
the interim director of the orchestra. 
A moving and inspirational speech 
from keynote speaker Sw an L. 
Taylor, editorial director of Essence 
magazine was followed by a perfor-
mance of the UM-St. Louis Dance 
Repertory. 
The UM-St. Louis Dance 
Repertory performed two dances. The 
first was 'The Crossing" in which 
several dancers dressed in flowing 
white depicted the spiritual transition 
from this world to the next. The sec-
ond piece, "Free at Last" mirrored the 
passion and hope of those, like King, 
who struggled and continue to strive 
for the equality of all people. Both 
pieces were choreographed by Alicia 
Okouchi-Guy. 
The UM-St. Louis Dance 
Repertory is open to all current UM-
St. Louis students and alumni. 
Auditions are held each semester. For 
more information about the Cameron 
Youth Chamber Orchestra visit 
www.cameron.8m.net 
The 2005 Martin Luther King Jr. 
Holiday Observance was sponsored 
by the Office of Equal Opportunity, 
UM-St. Louis African American 
Alumni Chapter, English Department, 
Office of Multicultural Relations, 
Office of Student Life, Student 
GovernrnentAssociation and Zeta Phi 
Beta Sorority. 
RIGHT: 
Young musicians from the 
Community Music School of 
Webster University play at the 
tribute to Martin Luther King, ~r. 
held on Monday at the Touhill 
Performing Arts Center. 
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-
Author 
Howard 
Schwartz and 
family listen to 
o.ther speak-
ers Friday 
night. During 
his reading, 
Swartz direct-
ed his son to 
stand when he 
announced 
the dedication 
of his book to 
him (left) at a 
faculty read-
ing on Friday 
evening in the 
lobby of the 
Thomas 
Jefferson 
Library. 
MARTIN LUTHER KING d R., jrOJn page 1 
King Jr. e say contest last Monday. 
Julia gmt. ,CrnOf" educati,0n. , as 
the firs ~ winner, wP.; . ~<;!)ay, 
entitled , We' an No· t'onger Defer 
the Dream." Elizabeth Lafave, se.nior, 
English and communications, was 
second place while Tobias Shorts, 
senior, anthropology, received third 
place. 
As Gant read her essay at the 
event, she said while federal laws pro-
hibit segregation and minorities now 
hold top government posilions, "Dr. 
King, who was a man of great passion 
and concern for even the least of us, 
would look past these few gains and 
not be satisfied." Gant J"P-9. 5QO tor 
helhy say:. J •• , r ·t 
R ob Desir. \veekend sports anchor 
and reporter for FOX 2 News, was 
also invited to the event. Desir was 
master of ceremonies for King's birth-
day celebration and spoke about 
King's life accomplishments. 
"He led the struggle to end preju-
dice, discrimination, and segregation 
against African Americans and others. 
Dr. King was art' advocate of peace. 
dignity and justice for all," Desir said. 
Chancellor Thomas George spoke 
FAVORITE S POTS, jrmn page 6 
location a prime place to study, 
read or even take a quick power nap. 
When most people visit this lounge, 
one of the first things that they notice 
is the large fireplace, located in the 
center of the room. The frreplace was 
installed to help students and faculty 
feel more at horne and warm up 
when the weather is very cold. 
One of the main spots to rest on 
campus is on the frrst floor of the . 
Millennium Student Center. The 
entire first floor of the Millennium 
Student Center is dedicated to recre-
PLASTIC SURGERY, 
People thinking about plastic 
surgery have several factors to con-
sider before making the decisiolJ., 
. including cost, physical side effects, 
the emotional impact and risk of 
infection. 
ation and relaxation for students . 
Nicole Williams, junior, secondary 
education, said that this is one of her 
favorite places to take a break from 
school work, "It is convenient, com-
fortable and 'has so many choices," 
she said. 
The Nosh, the biggest attraction, 
lures hungry students with its variety 
of food. The chat room allows stu-
dents to browse the Internet or check 
their email without having to walk to 
a computer lab. In the Quarters Game 
Room students can play pool, pinball 
page 7 
Mariann Koedding, St. Louis res-
ident, said, "1 work out everyday, eat 
right, but I still cannot get rid of my 
cellulite, so liposuction can help me 
achieve what I think is my perfect 
body." 
THURSD AV 4PM 
F EBRU A 'RV 3RD 
CENT URY ROOM" C' 
FREE FOOD AND DRINKS 
at the event as well. "We' re here to 
celebrate· the life, the goals, the 
~, ae Bffi -il§hfn~ti~,tfi al-
ues of Reverend Martin "'I..1ilier 'King 
Jr. ," he said. . ... 
Father 'YIlliarn Kemp of the 
Catholic Newman Center held the 
invocation, and Tiara Rooks, a soloist, 
sang "Lift Every Voice and Sing" and 
'My Country Tis of Thee." The String 
Orchestra from the Community 
Music School at Webster University, 
the Cameron Youth Chamber 
Orchestra and UM-St. Louis Dance 
Repertory Theater also performed. 
or use one of several video games. f;) 
The twin television lounges include 
big screen televisions that stay on 
throughout regular Student Center 
hours and leather couches for seat-
ing. Finally, the 'student-oriented 
Pilot House provides more seating 
and is where many ' speeches, con- i) 
cetts and other campus events are 
held. 
With all these options of resting 
spots on CaTI1PUS, there are many . 
places where people can kill time or 
ease their hectic days. 
Even though Koedding knows 
the risks she is taking when she goes 
into surgery, she said surgery is 
worth the risk because the results 
will make her feel better about her-
self. 
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Hey. gtless wflat I no1ted wt-en I was kl 
~ shower 1tVs rnornklgl 
I have vi:b\e cabs! 
I t hate It wt-en '1011 
stories start off like 
1tVs... ' 
I 
Yeah, aU 6-poc.k 
and wha1ttotf 
.so, 1Il ... whatcha watcM'( 
( DAMMIf oz. I'M Nor fURNING AROUNDI 
Don't you love new 
newspaper smell? 
Pick up a fresh copy oj 
The Current every 
Monday. 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
with 40 words or fewer 
are free to 
students, faculty and staff 
Call 516-5174 or email your ad to current@jinx.umsl.edu 
All classifieds are due via email by 5 p.m. on the Thursday before the publication date. In addition to the 
name(s) of the advertiser, each classified submitted must contain a student number or faculty/staff 
department and title(s) prior to publication. 
For Sale 
Expandable light Oak 
Dining Room Table 
Ught .oak, tabletop/S~_blue 
(detachable) legs 
Selling for $50 
Four blue cushionedseats 
included also (on request). -
good condition. 
Email: 
Illuzion_5@yahoo.com for 
more information 
Attn: Photography 
Students 
Canon AE-1 camera body for 
sale 
Perfect condition 
Call Erica (314) 680-7969 
Computer for sale 
Desktop computer: $550. 
Gateway Flex ATX w / Intel 
Celeron 667mhz processor, 
63mb RAM, 19.0 GB hard 
drive, Windows ME, 17" 
monitor, keyboard, mouse, 
speakers, microphone, 56K 
modem, MS Works Suite. 
Canon 5400 printer includ-
ed. Contact Melinda: 516-
5241 or 
bowenmel@uinsl.edu. 
DRUMS and GUITAR 
AMP 
Full Yamaha Stage Custom 
set with 3 toms, signature 
snare, bass drum, sabian 
ride, 2 sabian crash, and 
china crash. Asking $800. 
Peral set wi 5 toms, yamaha 
snare, bass drum, DH ride 
and crash. Asking $1000. 
Both sets include all 
hardware, stands, throne, 
and pedal. A DW 5000 dou-
ble bass pedal is available. 
Crate Blue Voodoo tube 
head and 4x12 cab is $900. 
692-9028, leave message. 
MOVING SALE!!! 
Queen size mattress, box 
springs, and bedding - $125. 
2 weight benches and 
1000+ lb of weights - $225 
for both or $ 175 for nicer 
bench and $75 for smaller 
one. Flat desk - $50. Call 
and leave a message Garrett 
@680-841>2. 
1998 Subaru Outback 
Wagon 
Truly excellent condition 
Garaged alild d'e-aler serviced 
$7100 
, (3114)412-535>2 
For Sale 
'98 Mercury Sable LS 
Excellent condition, leather 
interior, power 
windows/locks, accident and 
smoke-free, regular service 
and maintenance" provided. 
95xxx miles. $4500Iobo. Call 
314-341-9498 
5 years, 4 jobs, and 3 
cars later ... 
I have a degree and memories, 
but the skill of getting a good 
deal on cars. See me, Charles, at 
Mc Mahon Used, mention the 
Current to save $500 and see 
how. 314-771-9900 
Black Jeep Wrangler 
For sale, Good Condition, 4-W 
Drive Call Erica (314) 680-7969 
TV FOR SALE 
19 inch Symphonic TV in per-
fect condition. Just over a 
year old. Black Finish. $50 
OBO. email Vincent @ 
hangin@thedoghousemail.co 
m or call 314503 5471. 
Exercise equipment for 
sale: 
Nordic Track Ski Machine. 
Excellent condition. 
Purchased new in 1997 and 
used very little. $100 
O.B.O. Call (314) 422-8047 
or email 
bowenmel@umsl.edu. 
Housing 
SEEKING to rent/hous. 
esit in summer 2005 
Mature graduate student 
looking for nicer furnished 
apartment 
Summer 2005 or housesitting 
opportunity. 1 or 2 bedrooms 
and in a safe area. 
I am currently overseas, 
please contact me via email: 
mtgb8@umsl.edu 
Roommate Needed 
ASAP 
3 bdrm, 1 bath, updated 
and has finished basement, 
woodburning stove, fe'nced 
backyard, covered deck, all 
new appliances. Nice house, 
1-2 miles west of UMSL off 
Natural Bridge Rd in safe, 
family neighborhood. Rent 
is $400/month and includes 
ALL utilties. Contact Amy 
at (314)426·7471 or 
amylu777@yahoo.com 
Help Wanted 
RUGBY 
STL team looking for new 
players. Experience the 
excitement, brotherhood, 
and parties provided by st. 
Louis Hornets rugby. 
No experience necessary and 
all experience levels wel-
come. Practice on 
Wednesdays and Games on 
Saturday. Contact Justin 
Larson at 636-443-9883 or at 
j rlrh6@studentmail.lImsl.edu 
AEROBICS INSTRUC· 
TORS WANTED 
Are you a CERTIFIED AERO-
BICS INSTRUCTOR looking ' 
to teach in a fun, friendly 
environment? Then call 
Campus Rec's Aerobics 
Coordinator, Rae 
Mohrmann, at 521-0815. 
BEST BET FOR FLEXI· 
BLE Part Time INCOME 
Get paid per online survey. 
Anytime. On your down time. 
COLLEGESTUDENTSURVEYS. CO 
M (write it down) "When you 
need more than just beer 
money" 
LIFEGUARD 
CERTIFIED LIFEGUARD needed 
for UMSL Indoor Pool: Mon-Thurs 
11 :30AM-2PM &: 6:30 PM - 9PM. 
$6.30/hour. Apply in the Campus 
Rec Office, 23 Mrk Twain, 516-
5326. ' 
Services 
Are you interested in ... 
Meeting new people? Being 
more involved? Finding an 
Alumni Mentor? Enjoying the 
college experience? 
Students Today Alumni 
Tomorrow (STAT) can help. 
Call Amanda at 516-4738 or 
stop by the Student Life 
Office today. 
Try Us 
1000/0 RISK FREEl 
The Only Vitamin You May 
Ever Need! 
All Natural Whole 
Vitamins(not synthetic) 
To Learn More and Order 
Visit 
3JOHN2VICTORYVITAMIN.COM 
Or CaU 1-800-605-8482 
#143614 
Annoyed? Excited? Shafft 'yoW" love. Rant and Rave. Email tocurtent@jinx. ums/. edu or leave in the enve-
lope outside afthe office door. RtmJs and Raves will be anonymous. Please keep obscenities to a minimum. 
"I love my car. It makes me ' ''I wish St. Louis weather would 
feel like I'm in 2Fast 2Furious. make up its mind. This whole 
That's what my friends cat! warm-cold-warm-freezing thing 
, me." ''The Martin Luther King is making my lungs 
'celebration at the PAC was hate me." 
profoundly inspiring; Susan 
L-~ ______ ~ ______ ~~ 
, Taylor sp6ke with amazing 
confidence and grace. Glad I 
c.ould be there." 
"Why do people feel e 
need to stand and socialize 
.' while riding the esealat0r? 
, ~t least move out of the 
way sa people in. a hurry 
can get by." 
"My heater is so loud that it 
h---,--~~"'::;:----::"':':::""'---4keeps me awake at night. 
Why? The refrigerator and 
microwave combined don't 
make as much noise. Fighter 
. ets are drowned out by the 
ru"L';---as"'7"t-w-e-:ek;-, -;-1 -sa-'-w-p-eo-' p"""le-~ sound of it. Maybe I'll 
'---'--___ :--~...."..._'""', playing $risbee out on the go live in an igloo." 
lawn. At first, 1 thought they' f---,-'--;,-;;---------.,----...l 
RATES 
(40 words are free for students, 
staff, and faculty.) 
For others, ad rates are: 
1 ad or issue - $15 
2 ads or issues - $25 
J ads or issues - $35 
4+ - $10 per ad/issue 
Ads are searchable online. 
Help Wanted 
Discover Your Life 
Mission 
Create the life and work you 
love. Awaken your talents, 
passions and dreams through 
a holistic approach . The Ufe 
Mission Discovery package 
includes self-directed work-
book, assessment tools and 
three coaching session all 
for only $189. For informa-
tion contact Sue Kaiser, JD 
at 314.630.5910 or 
sue210@aol.com. 
All cash vending route 
$36,000 average per year. 
Cost $5,000. 1-8-568-1392 or 
vendingthatworks. com 
Graders,lTutors Wanted 
A west county Mathematics 
and Reading learning center 
is hiring part-time 
graders/tutors helping chil-
dren age 3 to 15. We offer 
flexible schedule, funa nd 
rewarding working envior· 
ment. Interested cnadidid-
taes please call 636·537-
5522. E-mail: 
jwchan@earthlink.net 
HOUSECLEANING 
OVER 1 YEARS EXPERIENCE 
REFERENCES 
CAll 314-78-4932 
EXPERT EDITING 
Re-writing of student papers, 
faculty books-in-progress, 
etc. Reasonable rates. Call 
Barbara at Glory Arts. (314) 
991-6762 
Greek Life A ·Z 
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity is 
holding a Boogie Nights Party 
on January 22, 2005 at the 
Pike house on Natural Bridge 
across from the MOBIL station. 
Take 70 east to 170 south, exit 
at Natural Bridge. Party starts 
qt 10 p.m. Go to Pikes.net for 
more info. 
Sigma Tau Gamma 
Animal House Party 
Friday January 28 
The men at Sigma Tau 
Gamma are hosting an 
Animal House themed party 
Friday night. The party will 
start at 10PM and be held at 
the Sigma Tau Gamma 
fraternity house at 8660 
Natural Bridge Rd. located 
next to Popeye's. All UMSL 
students are welcome. For 
information call Joe at 314-
428-5431. 
had eaten. too much Nosh 
,food and gone crazy, but 
then 1 realized that they were 
actually the theater people 
from different schools." 
Your UMSLreal estate representatives 
John Reichman, lynne Thien 
For detailS about this house or to find out about our 100% 
FINANCING and FREE DOWN PAYMENT PLAN Call 
Tel: John Reichman 314-808-4555 Lynne Thien 314-537-2213 
7717 Natural Bridge Rd. 
This could be 
your ad! 
_ lti ' (~ The Current print edition serves 16,000 students. 
.;:~ The average UM-St. Louis student is 24 years 
old. 
~... The Current delivers 6,000 copies to on and off 
campus venues every Monday. 
-\"t ..... 
• ~ The Current reaches students, faculty, staff and 
community members. 
~LJM-St. Louis is the largest metropolitan campus 
in the area. 
Don't wait any longer. Call 
314.516.5316 
to place an advertisement. 
, Cusuinano's Pizza 
2 for 1 Longneck Bottle Beers 
2 for 1 Rail Drinks 
Every Night 10 p.m. til 1 a.ill. 
must be 21 to enter - must have Missouri ID 
7147 Manchester Rd in Maplewood 
entertainment every night 4 pool tables and game room 
OPEN 1 ()P.m.645-5599 close at 3a.m. every night 
Find these clas-sified ads at 
www.TheCurrentOnline.com 
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St. Louis writers who fled, and the city that loves them 
Kate Chopin, Tennessee Williams, William Burroughs and T.S. 
Eliot all had St. Louis ties -and all from the same neighborhood 
Central West End walking tour of St. Louis' 
literary greats 
BY KATE SHAW 
Staf!Writer 
The history of St. !.Duis' writers tends to 
be a good book in itself, with elements of 
angst, murder, selt~destruction and, on the 
part of the city, unconditional love for the lit-
erary greats who spent their formative years 
here before their inevitable "adieu." 
Revolving around each other in space and 
time, Kate Chopin, TS Eliot, Tennessee 
Williams and William S. BUTI"oughs were not 
just a few of the most acclaimed writers of 
the 20th centmy but they were neighbors as 
well, living within blocks and decades of 
each other in St !.Duis' Central West End. 
Tennessee Williams' 
apanrnnentbuilding 
4633 Wesuninster Piace 
Tennessee Williams was born in 
Mississippi in 19 11 but his family moved to 
this apartment building at the comer of 
Walton Avenue when he was eight-years-old. 
In addition to his many successes (including 
A Streetcar Named Desire and Cat on a Hot 
TIn Roof), Williams was also well known for 
the depression and drug and alcohol addic-
tions that dogged him throughout his adult 
life. In 1983, at the age of 72, be was found 
in a New York City hotel room having appar-
ently choked to death on a bottle cap. 
Also welt documented was Williams' life-
long hatred for St. LDms, or as he referred to 
it, "St. Pollution." His despair during his 
time here is 1J0t a smprise: among other con-
tributing factors, Williams was the original 
transfer stud nt. Yanked by his father from 
the University of Missouri in 1931 to work as 
a clerk in a shoe factory, he also took classes 
at Washington University before final] y grad-
uating from the University of Iowa in 1938. 
His first hit play, The Glass Menagerie 
(1944), continues to inunortalize St. !.Duis in 
theaters across the country as the drab, indus-
trial setting for his grim recollection of a dys-
functional family and a desire to leave town 
for good. References in the work to 
Washington University, Forest Park and 
Famous-Barr will tluill the hometown heart 
and his troubled genius is forgiven every year 
with various events and festivals held in his 
honor. 
A plaque marks the sidewalk in front of T.S. Eliot's boyhood home at 4446 
Westminster Place. 
T.S. Eliot's home 
4446 Wesunjnster Place 
death of her husband. Faced with the obliga-
tion of supporting herself and her six chil-
dren, Chopin took up writing at the age of 39. 
De/mar 
A prolific writer who should have struck 
pay dirt in 1899 with her now classic novel 
Awakenings, she received only critical con-
demnation for what was considered the well-
written but shockingly amoral plot Centered 
on a married woman's angst-ridden love for 
two men, the dilemma ended with Edna 
Pontellier's watery suicide. 
• Kate Chopin, 4232 McPherson 
On the sidewalk in front of this stately 
brick home is a plaque commemorating the 
many works of Thomas Stearns Eliot. On the 
front stoop, a small ceramic cat is a possible 
tribute to his children's story "Old Possums's 
Book of Practical Cats" which was later 
adapted by Andrew Lloyd Webber for the 
Broadway blockbuster Cats. Considered to 
be one of the best and most influential poets 
of the past centmy, TS Eliot spent his first 16 
years in St. Louis but completely disavowed 
himself of the experience by becoming a 
British subject in 1927. 
Chopin died of a brain hemorrhage in 
1904, bitter and unappreciated, in the same 
week that the introduction of peanut butter 
and ice cream cones was blowing everyone's 
mind at the World's Fair. It has been said that 
she. was too far ahead of her time. 
• William S. Burroughs, 4664 Pershing 
Tennessee Williams, 4633 Westminster PI. 
• T.S. Eliot, 4446 Westminster Place 
Source: Mapquest Mike Sherwinl The Cummt 
When asked once why he didn't settle 
here and marry a nice girl, his response was, 
"} didn't like being dead that much." The 
woman that he did many was wrought with 
poor mental health, treated with opiate-based 
cures and eventually institutionalized. For all 
of his success Eliot later said that he was 
only happy during two periods of his life: in 
his childhood and in his secDnd marriage to 
Valerie Eliot, who was 38 years his junior. 
References to St. Louis in Eliot's works 
are speculative at best, though in 'The Love 
Song of J. Alfred Prufrock," he did lionize 
the city's notorious factory smoke as a "yel-
low fog" that "rubs its back upon the window 
panes" and "curled once about the house and 
fell asleep." It is also frequently recited in 
these parts that Prufrock was the name of a 
local furniture dealer located downtown on 
Olive Street. His grandfather, William 
Greensleaf Eliot co-founded Washington 
Kate Chopin 
4232 McPherson· 
University in 1853. 
Born and raised in St. Louis, Kate Chopin 
did escape to New Orleans for a while, only 
to be forced home again by the untimely 
William S. Burroughs 
4664 Pershing 
Just a shade east of the Central West 
End's main drag, Euclid Avenue, is 
William S. Burroughs ' boyhood home. 
Long considered to be the primary agent 
of the Beat Movement, Burroughs lived in 
St. Louis from the time of his birth in 
1914 until 1932 when he left for Harvard . 
His most famous works, Junkie, Naked 
Lunch and Queer, brought him both 
acclaim and condemnation but did not 
bring him back to St. Louis very often. 
In his early teen-aged years Burroughs 
was arrested for breaking and entering, 
not to steal as he later said, but to observe 
how people lived in what he called the 
"malignant matriarchal society" of his 
upper middle-class surroundings. A hero-
in user for most of his adult life and a pro-
lific traveler, Burroughs often rolled the 
details of his "seedy" adventures into the 
low life portraits that he created with high 
brow style .. In his writings he also pre-
served a bygone era of St. Louis' down-
town days, with drug dealers and their 
varied clientele intermingling with freak 
show hawkers on Market Street. 
He also offered the world a cautionary 
sensation when he shot his second wife 
dead in a drug and alcohol induced game 
of "William Tell" in 1951. Burroughs spent 
his final years in Lawrence, Kansas where 
he died at the age of 83. 
Like its two mighty rivers, St. LDuis ' 
vast confluence of literary history can 
overwhelm anything but the widest banks 
and boundaries. And for every writer who 
made this city a resoW"ce of li~.er~ture, ther¢~ 
is a writer drawn here from elsewhere, 
attracted to the former stomping grounds 
of the late and the great. 
UM-St. LDuis playwriting instructor 
Douglas Soderberg was raised in Oregon 
and received a B.A. from Carnegie-Mellon 
in Pittsburg and a MFA from Yale 
University. He is a published playwright 
whose work has also been featured in Best 
Short Plays of 1986. Soderberg said that it 
was his romantic notions of Tennessee 
Williams that originally drew him to St. 
LDuis. 
"All I could think of was Tennessee 
Williams sitting in a wing-backed rattan 
chair and sipping mint juleps," said 
Soderberg. "I was sorely disappointed-I 
didn't think that it got cold here." 
Soderberg also said that he ignored the 
facts of Williams' dislike for the city. "It's 
obvious in his plays that he hated St. 
LDuis . But I still wanted to experience it. 
There is some kind of pull here," said 
Soderberg. 
He compared his experiences here to 
the "exhaustion" he underwent when liv-
ing in New York City. "St LDuis is one of 
the easiest places I've ever lived. And if 
you're creative and life doesn't have to get 
in the way of your cn,ation, you can take 
advantage of tha~ , Whe.p. life is easier, you 
can deal with your interior life or honest 
life more easily." 
At the Mercantile Library at UM-St. 
Louis, Curator Gregg Ames said that he is 
a fan of St. LDuis writers, especially those 
featured in UM-St. Louis' literary maga-
zine, Natural Bridge, but that he wbuld 
have to go to France to be closer to his 
favorite writers. Still, he knows first hand 
about literary-fuelled distances . His 
daughter chose to go to Macalester College 
in St. Paul, Minn. because her favorite 
writer, F. Scott Fitzgerald, grew up blocks 
from the campus . He said he was 
impressed with her dedication to live in 
"such a cold place." 
"She wears several sweaters at a time 
and she has a major collection of blan-
kets," said Ames. ''But she graduated and 
still lives up there. She just needed to be 
where he was." 
Drama. 
Queen How well do you know St. Louis' literary history? 
Molly Mclain, from the 
University of Minnesota 
- Duluth, performs the 
song "No Good Deed" 
from the musical 
"Wicked" during the 
final round of the 
Region Five Irene Ryan 
Audition competition, 
which was held at the 
PAC on Tuesday night. 
Sixteen contestants 
competed in the com-
petition, which required 
participants to perform 
two scenes with a part-
ner and on.e song or 
monologue, all in six 
minutes. The winners 
advanced to the 
national competition in 
Washington D.C. The 
competition was part of 
the week-long Kennedy 
Center American 
Theater Festival, held 
on campus at the PAC, 
the MSC and the J.C. 
Penney Building. About 
1 ,200 theater students 
from six midwestern 
states partiCipated in 
the festival. 
1. William Wells Brown was the 
first African-American __ . . 
a novelist 
b. playwright 
c. travel guide writer 
d. all of the above 
2. A.E. Hotchner did not write . 
which of the following? 
a. King of the Hill 
b. Papa Hemingway 
c. Single White Female 
d. A cook-book with Paul 
Newman 
3. Opfah Winfrey's book club 
made Jonathon Franzen's 'The 
Corrections' a best-seller, despite 
his protests. Where did Franzen 
go to high school? 
a. Lutheran South 
b. Webster Groves 
c. Parkway South 
d. Lutheran North 
4 . Which of the following poems 
for children was written by 
Eugene Field? 
a. Humpty Dump~ 
b. Little Miss Muffit 
c. Little Boy Blue 
d. London Bridge is Falling Down 8. Which play by William Inge 
5. In 1917, poet Sara Teasdale was awarded a Pulitzer Prize? 
won the Columbia University a , Picnic (1952) 
Poetry Society award, the fore- b. Bus Stop (1955) 
runner to which prestigious c. The Dark at the Top of the 
award? Stairs (1957) 
a. Nobel Prize d. Splendor in the Grass (1961) 
b. National Book Award 
c. Pulitzer Prize 
d. Walt Whitman Award 9 . Dick Gregory was a head-
lining comedian, a civil rights 
activist and a best-selling author. 
6. References from TS Eliot's Where did he go to high school? 
poem "The Love Song of 1. a. Beaumont 
Alfred Prufrock" are found in b. Soldan 
which television show theme c . Sumner 
song? d. Vashon 
a. Hill Street Blues 
b. The Facts of Life 
c. The Fall Guy 10. Glenn Savan's popular book 
d. The Gilmore Girls 'White Palace' was made into a 
movie in 1990 starring which 
celebrities? 
7. When Maya Angelou wrote a. Angelica Huston and John 
'Georgia, Georgia,' she became Cusak 
the first female African- b. Geena Davis and Andrew 
American McCarthy 
a. playwright c. Kate Capshaw and John 
b . novelist Goodman 
. c. speech writer d. Susan Sarandon and James 
d. screenwriter Spader 
~ 
